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Abstract 

This hermeneutic shldy interprets the m e a n i n ~ e s s  of responsive reading 

in the contexts of parenting and teaching. It explores the need for an undemanding 

of reiationship that is central to supporting, promoting and fostering the 

development of young readers. It weaves together different stories told of reading 

relationships -- stories of chiIdhood memories, of children and texts in 

conversation, of selected written works, of panting and of teaching. This study 

reads the stories of reading and the stories of teaching as threads interwoven in the 

web of pedagogy. 
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Teaching young chiIdren to read is not a 
particularIy difficult task Put children with 
their naaual curiosity together with a competent 
reader (parent, teacher, peer), with the time and 
inclination to watch over the children as they 
come into contact with books, magazines, 
stories. comics, signs, and so on, and almost 
unawares youngsters will confidently declare: 
"I can read." Like any other form of learning, 
learning to read is a relational activity-it 
depends upon a relationship. Any crisis in 
Iiteracy is, then, preeminentIy a crisis of 
relationship. 
David G. Smith, Pedaon: Meditations on 
Pedaszopv and Culture 



CHAPTER ONE 

LNTRODUCTION 

There are readings - of the same text - that are d a ,  
readings that map and dissect, readings that hear a rustling of 
unheard sounds, that count little grey pronouns for pleasure or 
instruction and for a time do not hear golden or apples. There are 
personal readings, that snatch for personal meanings, 1 am full of 
love, or disgust, or fear, 1 scan for Iove, or disgust, or fear. There 
are - believe it - impersonal readings - where the mind's eye sees 
the Lines move onwards and the tnind's ear hears them sing and 
sing. 

Now and then there are readings which make the hairs on 
the neck, the nonexistent peit, stand on end and tremble, when 
every word burns and shines hard and clear and infinite and 
exact, like stones of fire, like points of stars in the dark - readings 
when the knowledge that we shnllhow the writing differentIy or 
better or satisfiactorily, runs ahead of any capacity to say what we 
know, or how. In these readings, a sense that the text has 
appeared to be wholly new, never before seen, is folIowed, almost 
immediately, by the sense that it was ahuays there, that we the 
readers, knew it was always there, and have ahvuys known it was 
as it was, though we have now for the first time recognized, 
become hlly cognisant 0s our knowledge. (ByaR 1990; pp. 471- 
472) 

I need a good book, you have to read this book, you wi-IIfilZ in love with 

this book you will die when you read this book, after reading this book 1 have a 

new respect for, piease read this book I desperately need someone to talk with 

about it The language that beckons us, persuades us, appeals to our emotions, and 

invites us to undertake journeys with text surrounds us It is evocative, woridly, 



earthy language. Language that, in reading and talking about reading pulls at our 

roots tugging them trying to reveal something about ourselves and the world we 

live in. In reveafing the roots of our reading we are both exposed and concealed. 

The favorite book has something to say about who we are and who we are not 

Reading has something to say about who we are and who we are in relation to this 

world we share with others. "Why do you read?" I read to understand-- to 

understand more about rnyse& about the nature of reading about the world, and 

about others in the world. In reading I encounter others and they have something to 

teach me that I could not learn on my own. We become who we are in the presence 

of what we read, and in the presence of those with whom we converse about what 

we read. Others teach us through the language of reading- A language that 

sometimes expands our roots ailomg them to take in more nourishment, opening 

ourselves to more possibilities. Increasing our generosity and vibrancy. The 

hguage of reading we understand by living in b It is language that invites us to 

converse about what the worid is Wie. In engaging with books I read and am read. 

The topic of reading, response, and the development ofthe responsive 

reader has Iong been a companion of mine. At times it has been beside me, ghostly 

clutching my hand as 1 encounter experiences that heip to shape my understanding, 

experiences that shape my understanding of pw present, and possibilities for the 

three At times it has Irved quietly m the background, gently supporting the 
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everydayness of my actions. Sometimes it has thrust itselfto the forehnt 

demanding investigation, recognition and reconiIguratiion, and in turn, some 

experiences have pushed it forward, shining the Iight directly upon our 

companionship. Its varied presence accompanies and positions me in many aspects 

of my life - reader, parent, teacher. 

In seeking to understand this phenomenon I must acknowiedge our history. 

I must remember events that helped to shape my experiences and the choices I 

have made- remembering to understand how we have come to be companions, 

how our relationship has developed, seeking out some of our lineage and ancestry. 

Understanding how the eventfirlness of responsive reading arrived and to whom I 

owe its arrival. Understanding that responsive reading is itself a Iiving out of 

legacies, it exists in the world, it is part of an interrelated and intenveaving web of 

relations. Acknowledging that it is this itselfthat makes understanding possible. 

^Understanding is an open historical process in which the interpreter understands 

within an already constituted interpretation." (Risser, 1997, p. 4) 

"Now and then there are reading ... when every word burns and shines 

hard and clear and intTnite and exact, like stones of fie, like points of stars in the 

dark ... " (watt, 1990). These are the kinds of readings I strive to engage in. I seek 

them out - - looking in obscure places, in public places, waltiag for them to cross 

my path so that 1 may experience their Intensiiy- As a parent and teacher, I strive to 



live richly in a storied space with children. I want to be able to provide children 

with shared reading experiences that encourage, prompf push, and gently nudge 

them into a world of literature. I seek to engender in children openness to the 

possibilities presented by engaging responsively and responsibly with texts. As a 

lover of language, literature, poetry, conversation, and reading I passionately want 

to share profound literature events with children. 

Most of us go into teaching not for h e  and fortune but because of a 
passion to connect. We feel a deep kinship with some subject; we 
want to bring students into that relationship, to link them with the 
knowledge that is so life-giving to us. (Palmer, 1993, p. x) 

I seek to engage with children in literature events to bring them into 

rerationship with literature, for children are formed by the reading they do, by the 

views of self, others and the world they encounter in reading. For we live what we 

learn, and we Ieam what we Live. Our relationship to what we have learned shapes 

the relationship of self to the worId. 

The purpose of this thesis is to explore events of reading and responses to 

reading through and with young children. It seeks to explore the phenomenon of 

the developing responsive reader. Exploring responsiveness as part of and within 

the developing reader, it seeks to open up the topic through shared reading events 

with chiI&e~ How do young readers experience reading events? What does it 

mean to be responsive to stories? What difference do responsive reading events 



make in understanding our selves, others and the world? This study is grounded in 

the instances of reading events with young children- my own children, their peers, 

and children I have taught It is Iived events of reading that create a space in which 

to meet and explore the nature of our relationships with each other and the world, 

explorations that create possibilities and illuminate images of teaching. It employs 

children's literature and response to explore these relationships and therefore the 

nature of pedagogy. 

Everything connects and connects - all the time - and I suppose one 
studies - I study - literature because all these connections seem both 
endlessly exciting and then in some sense dangerously powefil - as 
though we held a clue to the true nature of things. (Byatc 1990, p. 

This research seeks to explore the co~ections between children, texts, self, 

teaching and the world. "For if you look at them you will not see something that is 

common to all but simiIarities, relationships, and a whole series of them at that" 

(Jardine, 1 994, p. 19) This inquiry is about bringing into relation and 

acknowfedging the relationships bemeen books, children, serf, and the world. It is 

an inquiry into kinship dwelling within the topic of reading It explores familiarity 

- the f'amfly of experience we share with others in the world. This inquiry 

acknowiedges that the topic of reading is generous and generative, generous and 

generative enough to house dl our stories of reading while it remains the topic of 



inquiry. It seeks to open up the possibilities of understanding reading, to engage 

and address others, to further the event of understanding- 

The evenWness of responsive reading continuousIy reoccurs. Each time a 

book enters my hands the promise of response hovers in the surrounding energy 

where text and audience meet. The promise of responses that are interpretations, 

that are interruptions demanding attention. Responsive reading events that house 

the promise of a clearing of space where interpretation and interpreters can begin 

to work together. Eventfbi readings leading to work that calls forth conversations, 

meetings with others, rememberings of experience, and that shapes experiences to 

come. The eventfidness of reading continually invites and compels me on a 

joumey of understanding, a joumey of undemanding of sell; others, and the world. 

The journey of this thesis ventures along a path that invited and calIed forth 

a space where the work of interpretation could begin. A path that Ied to a fieId of 

study that is sensitive to experience and maintaining integrity while interpreting 

Iived experience, in the worId, to deeply understand our lives. A field of study 

demanding acknowIedgment that our experience is an experience of something, a 

field ofstudy that provided a language in which to articulate my understandings 

and which promoted the opportunity to converse with and about the phenomenon 

of responsive readhgs. In this tieid of study I encountered a language MI of 

possibiIities and generativity. I was invited to a place where the possibiIities of the 



topic of reading could be worked out, where stories became not just my stories but 

the Mer ing  of the story of reading- I encountered a place, which was an opening 

up of the horizon of possibilities around the topic of reading. I encountered a 

pathway dong the journey that led to the fieId of hermeneutics. 



CHAPTER TWO 

WE PROCEED 

Hermeneutics 

I Grst encountered hermeneutics in the context of a university course on 

reader theory. I encountered hermeneutics within the context of understanding 

textual interpretation and conversation, in understanding reading. Hermeneutics is 

not a theory of reading but it is concerned with textual interpretations. 

Hermeneutics is concerned with what happens to us when we read over and above 

our wanting and willing It is concerned with the substantive happenings of 

reading, the images' reading invokes and the journeys of reading along which we 

venture. Hermeneutics is concerned with what plays out in our readings, 

experiences and understandings. As a theory of human understanding 

hermeneutics provides us with images of the way understanding works in the 

worId. It provides us with a view of understanding of the circumstances and 

comportment of interpretation that have implications for reading Hermeneutics 

connects reading, understanding and truth. 

Hermeneutics has a long history extending back to the times of Aristode 

and ancient AIexandriac The Reformation of the sixteenth century saw the rise of 

theoIogicaI hermeneutics. Biblical hermeneutics is concerned with where the 



authority for the meaning of a given text, sacred texts, resides. Whether it is within 

a traditional interpretive community or within the text itseK The development of a 

hermeneutics concerned with the problem of method arose during the eighteenth 

century- The questions of method were not just for interpretation of texts but also 

for the emerging undemanding of science. 

The point is that eighteenth century philosophers were I 1 1  of 
optimism that life in general codd be systematically brought under 
the control of correct logical procedure. It is thar assumption, of truth 
being ultimately a methodological affair, that much of contemporary 
hermeneutics wishes to challenge. (Smith, 199 1, p. 1 89) 

Romantic hermeneutics marked the nineteenth century including thinkers 

such as Schleiermacher and Dilthey. Schleiermacher contributed to the 

herrneneutic understanding of interpretation. 

Good interpretation involves a playing back and forth between the 
specific and the general, the micro and the macro. When this 
interplay is applied to the understanding of persons, one is inevitably 
drawn into a consideration of how language both encourages and 
constrains a person's self-understanding. (Smith, 199 L , p. 190) 

DiIthey began to explore the methodoIogical concept of understanding as  having 

its origin in the process of life. This exploration was influenced by the 

investigations of phenomenology. 

PhiIosophicd hermeneutics has a phenomenofogicd heritage- Edmund 

Husserf's notion of the life-worI& the way the world exists, the way the world is, 

prior to our actions and thoughts, is part of the phenomedogical heritage* 



Hermeneutics retains Eom phenomenoIogy an understanding of  intentionality. 

Intentionality refers not to what our intentions are, not to what we plan to do, but 

to what we tend, to the topic of our experiences. Experiences are experiences of 

something, thinking is thinking about something, interpretations are interpretations 

ofsomething, which are always and everywhere housed in the world. We begin in 

the midst of the world. 

The hermeneutics 1 am undertaking in this thesis began in a place of 

passion, the place of reading. Reading introduced me to hermeneutics, priman'-ly 

the philosophical hermeneutics of Hans-Georg Gadamer (Gadamer, 1989; Risser, 

1997; Weinsheimer, 1985). It is in Gadamer's hermeneutics that I find a language 

and a place with which to dwelI with my topic. A language and prate that helps me 

to understand my relationships with the work and the world. A language and place 

that gives me a way to talk about my understandings and experiences, a way to 

communicate with and about them Gadamer's writing i&orms, shapes and 

finhers my understandings of seff, topic, and our relations with the world. 

Hermeneutics is a theory of human understanding It is a theory, which 

posits that understanding is the element within which we operate; understanding is 

our opemess to the worId and our cIosureSure Understanding operates in orienting 

seff in the worId; it is housed in what is at play in the wotid and in the WiIlingness 

to lose oneselfas one enters that play. Hermeneutrtcs understands that things that 



play in the worId also play us; we play and are played beyond our wanting and 

willing. Our understandings are not ours done; they exist and beIong to the worId. 

Our understandings are played at, played with, and played out in the world. The 

play of our understandings is the performance ofthe topic, its history of 

performance and its open invitation for players. Hermeneutics wants to explore the 

understandings and meanings made possible by the instance of the play. 

Hermeneutics is concerned with the way we read our world, our openness 

to the possibilities made possible by experience. 

The way we experience one another, the way we experience 
historical traditions, the way we experience the naW g ive~es s  of 
our existence and ofour world, constitute a truly hermeneutical 
universe, in which we are not imprisoned, as ifbehind 
insunnotmtabIe barriers, but to which we are opened. (Gadamer, 
1989, p. xxiv) 

Hermeneutics is a practice of understanding, a way of interpreting our world and 

our existence as it is lived out in this world. Hermeneutics charges us with 

understanding our topic, selves, and with the living of our Iives well within those 

understandings. 

Hermeneutic Address and Understanding 

Hermeneutics begios with being struck by something, being called, 

captivated and cI&ed by something. Hermeneutics begins with something 



asserting itseIffiom within a world that aIready has a life, a Iifk of which we can 

only be phdy aware. "Understanding begins.. . when something addresses us" 

(Warner, 1989, p. 299) The address occurs in the presence of something an 

entangled, evenW encounter with something. 

It (interpretive research) begins (and remains) with the evocative, 
living familiarity that this tde evokes. The task o f  interpretation is to 
bring out this evocative given in all its tangled ambiguity, to follow 
its evocations and the entrails of sense and significance that are 
wound up with it (Jardine, 1992, p. 55) 

In being addressed by the instance, we are called to venture on a journey. We are 

called to venture on a journey full o f  adventure. 

An adventure, however, intempts the customary course of 
events, but is positiveiy and significantly related to the context 
which it interrupts. Thus an adventure lets life be felt as a 
whole, in its breadth and in its strength. Here lies the 
fmcination of an adventure. It removes the conditions and 
obiigations of everyday life. It ventures out into the uncertain. 
(Gadamer, 1989, p. 69) 

The journey and adventure is undergone "like a test or trial corn which one 

emerges enriched and more mature-" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 69) 

In hermeneutics the address of the event is the opening of something, 

something moves in the living stream of life, something stands out m the midst of 

the worfd. The event takes place in the worfd and it is of the world. Its opening is 

the opening up ofa topic. It's calling and its claim is for exploration and 

cultivation In its instance it is 'fecund' (Gadamer, 1989, p. 38) It has a "generative 



and reenlivening effect on the inteweaving texts and textures of human Iife in 

which we are all embedded." (Jardine, 1992, p. 51) Hermeneutics acknowledges 

that we are alI embedded within this worId. We understand because we are in 

relationship with the topic in the world. "Meaning sprouts in the very depths of the 

sensory world, in the heat of meeting, encounter, participation" (Abram, 1996, p. 

75) The journey of inquiry has already begun prior to our discovery, prior to the 

arrival of our questions. Understanding means understanding where the event 

came from, how it asserted itseIf, and to whom we owe its arrival. We live in the 

same tradition as that which we are trying to understand. We understand because 

we live in a nest of relations with our topic, an interweaving nest of which we are 

only partly aware. "Someone who understands is always already drawn into an 

event through which meaning asserts itseK" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 490) We are not 

impartid observers but active players and partners. 

Hermeneutics remembers that the researcher is a perceiving and perceived 

individual. The researcher is a player in and of the play. The connections between 

understanding and understanding selfare open. Hemenem-cs does not try to 

remove the researcher fiom the play - - a move into a subject reporting on an 

isolated object It does not see the researcher as a contaminant or despoder but 

understands that who the researcher is, what she experiences and who she 

becomes has a living connection with the topic. 



When we h o w  something truly and well, that which we know does 
not feel like a separate object to be mantidated and mastered. 
Instead, we f i I  inwardly related to 4 knowing it means that we 
have somehow entered into its lifey and it into ours. (Palmer, 1993, p. 
57) 

The researcher comes to the research, and understanding, through the address of 

the claim- - filled with questions, thoughtsy wanderings, concerns, angst and 

passion. The research is based on what called them forth in their experience - - a 

conversation, a classroom incident, a haunting series of events. The particularities 

of the researcher's position within the tradition are necessary for understanding. 

"Listening to a tradition when it speaks to us and addresses us in the language of 

interpretation is heady belonging to it." (Weinsheimer, 1985, p. 251 ) It is f?om 

within the tradition that the researcher is called. This cal1i.g and claim is the 

opening through which the researcher hears and begins to question the topic. It is 

what allows the topic to reveal itsell: it is the p o d  through which the researcher 

engages with the topic, and through which we add understanding to our Iives. 

We live in the same tradition as that which we endeavor to understand- 

"Hermeneutics must start fiom the position that a person seehg  to understand 

something has a bond to the subject matter". (Gadamer, 1989, p. 295) In Iiving 

within the 111idst of the tradition that which we aIready understand, our judgments, 

opinions, forehowIIedge, our prejudices are parts of our understanding. They are 

preconditions to our understanding Our prejudices carmot be ehnhted  in the 



application of method but are to be engaged in the process of coming to 

understand. T h e  fat that the knower's own being comes into play certady 

betrays the limitation of objectivity and method, but it does not prevent truth." 

(Weinsheimer, 1985, p. 259) We engage our pre-judgments, foreknowledge and 

prejudices not for confirmation but in the service of understanding. Understanding 

which means understanding something differently, understanding something new 

or re-newed. "We understand differently ifwe understand at all, for unless there is 

some difference to be integrated, some gap to be bridged, the interpreter will have 

nothing to say and no interpretation will be possible." (Weinsheimer, 1985, p. 254) 

As hermeneutics works against the manipulation of the topic into an object 

so too does it work against the collapse of the work into subjectivity. "What the 

interpretation is hence-forth about is not me and my past experiences, but that of 

which I have had certain experiences." (Jardine, 1992, p. 58) Our interpretations 

do not arise independentIy, they arise through connections and experiences of the 

world. Our interpretations are interpretations ofsomething. me players are not 

the subjects of play, instead play merely reaches presentation (DarstelIung) through 

the players." (Gadamer, 1989, p. 103) The understandings we work through, we 

work through m the worfd with others. The shared understanding we have of the 

world prevents the player h m  being the subject of the play. It prevents players 

corn 'acting'. We see not the technique of presentation but the pIay &I£ W e  



understand, we pIay, f?om within our particuiarities of a tradition but it is a 

tradition that we share- Our particularities are threads in the web; they belong to 

and support the whole. Interpreting our experiences takes place in an interreIated, 

mult ivm interweaving nest of relations. If my experiences and understandings 

are just nry opinion, and ifyour experiences and understandings are just your 

opinion, then at most we can debate; we cannot sustain a conversation. We allow 

the possibiIity of truly meeting one another to collapse. We are no longer players 

and what the world has to say to us remains silent 

What the worId has to say to us is important. Our interpretations are 

sustained in the world. The work of interpretation exists in the world. Meeting 

others around the work takes place in the world. Our topic is housed in the world 

and our stories are housed in the topic. Our stories are told for what they 

illuminate, generate, and cultivate about the topic. The stories told in this research 

are shared for what they tell and reW about the topic of reading. These stories are 

about reading and of reading but also belong to reading for reading is their source 

and also their limit (Jardine, 1994, p. 125) Each stoy is related to and intenwoven 

with the others in the Iarger web of understanding Each story can be read into 

another, "so you never have the wfiofe story and you can never be done with any 

piece of the story, because it always needs re-reading into the ongoing generosity 

ofthings-" (Jardine, 1994. p. xxxi') 



Hermeneatic Ex~erience and Understanding 

Gadamer (1989) refers to an experience as something, which in being 

experienced has lasting importance through its special impression. 

Everything that is experienced is experienced by onese4 and part of its 
meaning is that it belongs to the unity of this selfand thus contains an 
unmistakable and irreplaceable relation to the whole of  this one Life. Thus, 
essentiai to an experience is that it cannot be exhausted in what can be said 
of it or grasped as its meaning. (Gadamer, 1989, p. 67) 

The whole of this life is always evolving, never M y  given; it is an emerging 

whole. Accordingly what is grasped as the experience's meaning is also emerging 

and evolving. Throughout our lives experiences have a character of excursion and 

return. At times they wili remain vividly presenf at others they will hover ghostiy 

in the shadows of our memory. The experience flows and ebbs within 

remembering. It loses and gains, it ages, and can never be remembered the same 

again. An experience constitutes itseffin memory because in being experienced it 

makes a specid impression of lasting importance. Its significance is not soon 

forgotten and it caIIs for time to detexmine meanings. The meanin@ness ofthe 

experience is not rendered complete by what it initidly meant, but "accompanies 

one thmugh life, determhhg that life and being determined by h" weinsheimer7 

1985, p. 88) The experience cannot be exhausted through s a .  or grasping 

becauseit is yetto befidlygiven, 



Understanding is partial, it emerges fiom the event situated within the 

tradition and it the tradition forward. We understand some of the threads 

within the web, we cannot see and understand the web in its entirety. The 

understandings we generate at this particular point in time are not fixed and 

constant They are not ha l .  "Understanding is foremost an act of repetition where 

interpretations, which always remain a limited instance of  understanding, are 

continually placed back into the process of understanding." (Risser, 1997, p. 4) 

The next instance we come upon d l  have something to teach us. It will have 

something to teach us about what the tradition has meant all along. In teaching us 

it is re-generative and transformative. The next instance has something to say 

about what our prior understandings were, it changes what we thought we 

understood the tradition to mean and what we wrlI consider the instance to mean- 

What we have understood the tradition to be, the way we have Iived with and in 

the tradition, is transformed by the arrival of the next instance. 'Wew sources of 

understanding are continudiy emerging that reveal unsuspected elements of 

meaningn (Gadamer, 1989, p. 298) Understanding is limited, new and consistentIy 

re-newed. We are dways on a joumey towards and with understanding, a journey 

that never has a 6naI point of arrival- The journey of rmdentandmg will be and is 

MI of curves, hills, vdIeys, rainbows, and pathways. The various topographies 

dong the journey are the openings and possibiliies for understanding. 



These openings are a result of  hap. (Weinsheimer, 1985) Hap - when one 

happens onto something or something happens to one and it clears a space for 

understanding. Spaces in which to dweIi with the topic, to cultivate, explore, to 

take care of the instance and its interreIatedness. Along the journey of this Iife we 

happen upon events and events happen upon us. Being called, claimed, and 

addressed by the instance happens. "(H)ap points the way home - or rather, is 

already there. When we happen upon something true, something that possesses an 

immediate certitude, then we already belong to and participate in the Gescfiehen 

der Wuhrhet, the happening of truth." (Weinsheimer, 1985, p. 15) In already 

being home, dwelling within familiarity, with your kin we belong to truth. Thus 

hap is also an opening that allows truth - - an opening for afetheia. 

Truth, aletheia, is an important notion in hermeneutics. Hermeneutic truth is 

an opening. However, in its opening it recognizes its ciosure. Netheia owns up to 

its shadow, it understands that to open something is to ciose something that was 

previousIy open. AIetheia is truth that admits to its own temporality. It admits to 

beginning in the midst of the stow. It begins one part of the story, which echoes 

the threads of the whole story. AIetheia is the "attendant disclosure" (Gadamer, 

1989, p. 481) of the instance within the traditiom It is generative and enlivening 

and calfs us out of our seIves, it is not personal but is about the claim of the topic. 



Heidegger argued, in Being mrd Tine, that truth in the sense of 
ucorrectness", the truth, namely ofthe correspondence theory, 
phenomenoLogically presupposes another sense of truth: aletheia, 
unconcealment Before it can be a question ofcorrectness, something 
must be, must appear, must disclose he& must sound forth. But this 
unconcealment of beings can happen only when, and only where, 
there is a hermeneuticat opening, a cIeafing silence, a field of 
tonality laid out for disclosure. This essentially prior event of 
openness and clearing, of ontologid difference, is the primordial 
moment of truth, the hermeneuticd aletheia without which there can 
be no experience of truth in the sense of "correctness" or 
"correspondence". (Levin, 1989, pp. 244245) 

Like memory and experience, aletheia has the character of excursion and 

return, loss and gain, revealment and concealment. By turning our attention 

towards this event we turn away fiom others. By attending to this event we neglect 

others. Being open to the possibiIities of this instance we become closed to others. 

We can not be omnipotent, seeing everything, understanding everything. As this 

understanding ofthe event of reading is revealed concealment also takes place. 

Revealment and conceahent are linked in aietheia Experiencing truth in its 

entirety is an impossibility. 

However comprehensive the work that consciousness has 
already completed, there remains something for it to do. 
Since concealment belongs to revelation, one might say that 
revelation constantly increases its own task Absolute 
knowledge thus becomes impossibIe. (Weinsfieher, 1985, 
P- 39) 



The possibilities of aletheia fbrce us to make difficult decisions. By 

emphasizing and attending to the particddes of this event we suppress and 

shadow others. "But this is precisely the activity that we call interpretation." 

(Gadamer., 1989, p. 386) The boundary between concealment and revealment, the 

old and the new is the place of hermeneutics. Understanding takes place in the 

movement between excursion and return, between loss and gain, between the 

young and the old. Hermeneutic understanding is in the journey that ventures forth 

and returns, the journey that seeks a home. 

In this structure of excursion and return we discern the circular 
structure of hemeneutic understanding. AIready we can see why it is 
not a vicious circle in which the mind just spins its wheels. The spirit 
consists in movement - first in its departure fiom its home into the 
strange and unfamiliar, the otherwise. Ifthe move is complete, the 
spirit finds a home, makes itself at home in the other, so that its new 
home is no longer alien. But at this point, the elsewhere that had 
once seemed so foreign proves not onty to be a new home but its real 
home; we discover that the movement which before had seemed to 
be an exiIe was in fact a homecoming, and what had seemed to be 
home when we set out was in hct merely a way station. 
(Weinsheimer, 1985, p. 70) 

Lansmwe and Understanding 

Interpretation occurs through fanguage. As Gadamer ( 1 989) states in Truth 

and Method "ianguage is the universal medium itt which undersding o c ~ s S  

. Undemtandhtg is ~ferpre tut io~.~ (p. 389) In interpreting we seek the words for 



our understanding Language Links thinking and understanding. It is through 

language that we h d  our thoughts, that our understandings emerge and begin to 

take form. and through which we converse with others. Our understandings are 

constituted and situated l in~s t icdyY "Interpretation is the linguistic expression of 

understanding- But understanding is the understanding of things, and thus 

interpretation, is best conceived as the process by which mind and world are 

unified in language." (Weinsheimer, 1985, p. 220) 

Language is a performance, an event, it is understanding The weight of 

things we encounter in understanding plays itselfout in a linguistic event, a play of 

words playing around and about what IS meant" (Gadamer, 1989, p- 490) The 

playing of our understandings is in language. Language itselfstores our 

understandings. "h Ianguage - in living Ianguage (i.e., in the language of 

conversation, the Ianguage of speaking to one another) - is the experience of the 

The interpretive task is to open and cany on a conversation. It is to cultivate 

truth in the play of conversation. Cultivating truth between participants. 

Truth is between us, in relationship, to be found in the dialogue of 
knowers and howns who are understood as independent but 
accountabIe selves. This didogue saves persod truth fiom 
subjectivism, for genuine dialogue is possible onfy as I acknowIedge 
an integrity in the other that cannot be reduced to my perceptions 
and needs." (Paher, 1993, pp. 55-56) 



Conversation and Understanding 

To participate in a conversation is to participate in the event of 

understanding to participate in the anivaI of understanding. There is an element of 

self-forgetfidness when engaged in dialogue. When engaged in conversation one 

gives oneself over to the dialogue, dowing the conversation to lead along its path. 

The conversation conducts itself through its participants. In conversation we 

participate in something greater than ourselves, we participate in possibilities. In 

conversation the tradition we are trying to understand is investigated, W e r e d ,  

and produced. Conversation alIows for consideration, reflection, openness and 

possibilities. It alIows for the truth the topic may speak- 

Conversation takes place in the presence of others. It occurs in the play 

between partkipants, in the movement to and fro, in the dialectical relationship of 

question and answer. We enter into conversation seeking understanding. We put 

our pre-judgments, foreknowledge, and prejudices into play not for obstinate 

confirmation of our own views but to Iisten for the possibiIities of truth the other 

may speak Truth happens when we do not stand over or against a conversation but 

when we participate in the movement of the conversadon. 

The events of reading I have engaged m are events of conversation They 

are events ofconversations with texts, children, self: and others. Some 

conversations have emerged unsuspected and spontaneous. Such as the 



conversation Mated by the eventtihess ofa story, a reading that bridged my own 

journey into the world ofreading. Some conversations were initiated by a t e a  a 

bedtime story brought home from the school library, which called forth questions 

of ethical concerns regarding conservation of nature- Some conversations were 

sought out, continuations of calls texts had made to me, calls I wanted to explore 

with children Conversations in which I sought to participate, striving to W e r  my 

own understandings. 

The eventfblness of convenations continues in my reading and writing. As 1 

engage in these activities I ask questions and am questioned As I read about 

theories of reading and response, teaching practices of reading and response and 

hermeneutics the conversations initiated contribute to one another, they contri%ute 

to understanding. Conversation continues in my writing As I write I am tinding 

ou t  I read and re-read my writing as it aids in forming my thoughts and 

understandings. Writing is not just a way to represent my understandings it dso 

informs my understandings. Writing draws me into the conversation of 

understanding I read my writing and the writing ofothers for the truths that may 

be opened, taken up, read with others, journeyed with and conversed with- 

Understanding is aiways a form ofdialogue, a coming to agreement 
within a structure of openness. And again, conversation is not a 
taking about something that is aIready there, but has the structure of 
an event a present enactment which remains tmfinished- Any text is 
a structure that can be taken as a new event; written things must 



begin to speak again. Every reading that attempts to understand is 
only a first step and never comes to an end; we need the continuing 
effort to find the common ground. This is what the vigilance of the 
conversation that we are enacts. (Risser, 1997, pp. 17 1-172) 

Each conversation is a thread in the web of understanding. Each 

conversation is muftivocal, is plural, not singular in its tnrths. Each conversation 

can be read into the generosity of the web. Each conversation supports and reflects 

the others. They are kin, related to one another, and interwoven with one another. 

Each participant whether text, reading event, self, or other, becomes strengthened 

through conversation. The threads of conversation are sticky, fine, strong, 

interconnected and multiple. Together they build and support the web of 

understanding. 

The Children 

Children's voices resonate throughout this research. Resonating voices of 

children I have taught, of my own children and childhood, and of those with whom 

I sought to share reading events and conversations. Their voices resonate with 

wanderings, thoughts and understandings that emerged dong side my own. We 

journeyed through the storied world of  readhg and response together, companions 

and participants in the eventfulness of being cded by texts* 



The children's voices, the voices ofthose L have tau* are grade two 

students. They are mody seven years old and we were brought together by 

happenstance. They happened to be the children whose names were on my class 

list for that year. In the course of our creating a classroom community we shared 

stories on a daily basis and engaged in convenations sparked by the texts shared. 

We shared stories and conversations both as a whole class and in small groups 

during our language arts programming time+ What was part of our daily living 

together became events, through university course work and assignments, to 

investigate more hlly. The group ofgrade two children whose story journey is 

shared compelIed me, drew me, instigated the process of inquiry. These children 

were not my research subjects but my companions on the journey of grade two. My 

relationship with them was pedagogical. My role as their teacher was a critical 

role. While the context ofthe classroom provided the attendant conditions tbr 

investigations into reading, reader response, and reader responsibility it was not an 

intentional research structure. 1 wanted to investigate my understandings of 

reading and response, to learn to live with them well and to further my 

understandings ofhow to teach these chiIdren welI. 

Other chddren whose voices resonate within this inquiry are my own 

children- In the process of Iiving well together, of takhg care of each other I want 

to give them the gi f t  of reading I want to give them the gift  of responsive and 



responsible readings. I endeavor to pass on the inheritance of reading. To allow 

reading to take roof to nourish it so that it may grow and blossom. To promote, 

build and provide bridges for my children, and others, to cross over into storied 

worlds. I want to invite them into worlds of magic, mysterious worlds, worlds of 

others, worlds where they can play with and out their understandings. 

At the time of the stories shared in this work the boys were six and four. 

Richard was in grade one and Alexander in his second year of preschool. Richard 

was able to independently read a variety of texts and enjoyed reading aloud to 

Alexander, his unborn baby sister and myself. While often choosing to read aloud 

to others Richard also particularly enjoyed being read to. Often our bedtime story 

ritual was a mixture of reading voices. Reading responsibilities were shared among 

us all. Alexander interacted with stories, enjoying the pictures, reading tiom 

memory, and creating stories based upon the illustrations. He would often provide 

the sound effects for stories. He embodied whirling winds, sirens, animal sounds; 

any and all sounds he thought added to the effect of the story. Alexander edivened 

our reading times with his enthusiasm for stories. Throughout our shared reading 

experiences the role of reader was flexible. Surrounded by books - favorite books, 

fsmiIiar books, new and old books. our own boolcr, schooI and pubtic Iibrary books 

we would transport ourseIves to storied worlds. Reading was interactive. We 

engaged with t e a  conversations9 and each other. 



Our bedtime story rituals were and still are part of our lives. Again what 

was and is part of our daily existence became, through university course work and 

assignments, something to investigate more WIy. What was and is embedded in 

the work and life of parenting compeIIed me to examine the nature of responsive 

readings and responsibte readers. 

Voices also resonate, through this text, of those whom I sought to 

participate with in shared reading events. Reading events that I hoped would 

encourage* prompt, and cultivate conversations. Conversations, which would in 

turn encourage, prompt and cultivate understandings about responsive and 

responsible reading. 

At the time of this inquiry the four children, two boys and two girls, with 

whom I participated in shared reading events were all six years of age and 

attending grade one. Emma and Max were together in one classroom whiie Shae 

and Richard were together in another. I extended the invitation for their 

participation knowing that they are all confident, articulate, and cooperative 

children- I was not a stranger to these children and their h i l ies  for they were and 

are my son Richard's peer group. At each of our reading sessions they were eager 

and willing to participate and our shared histoy conmiuted to the infond and 

rebed nature of our conversations, 



Through happenstance and conscious decisions, through embedded 

experience and through judgements I encountered and I sought witnesses. I 

engaged with witnesses who could share in the eventllness of reading and 

response conversationsy witnesses who could teach me. Witnesses who could read 

back to me a more generous and generative version of understanding responsive 

reading. Witnesses who are children for "when the young retell the tale the old can 

learn, but neither about the young or about the old but about where they might 

dwell together, this place" (Jardine, 1 994, p. 1 80), the place of reading. 

The Texts 

Texts exist to be performed, to be read, and to be conversed with. Texts 

witness us, lay claim to us, and make us their own. Like a sifent partner they speak 

through and with us. They entice us, invite us, bid us 'we11 come' and 

interpretation is our response to their call. In the to and fio movement, in the play 

between interpreter and text interpretations are projected, retraced, and emended. 

As the reader enters into conversation with the t e a  questioning, expecting and 

seeking answers so also does the text ask questions of the reader. The readers' 

openness to the possibiIities of the text is their openness to interpretation- 

Interpretation, response, takes place m the movement, the to and eo, the play of 

conversadon- 



Texts are in hct helplessly vulnerable to imposition; and d e s s  the 
interpreter holds himself open to what the text says, there will be no 
dialogue, but only monologue. Yet it remains true thaf in translation 
and interpretation generally, the interpreter must speak for the text 
Its openness to imposition is a necessary consequence of its need for 
and openness to interpretation, and the interpreter who wouId WmI 
his task cannot do otherwise than involve himself in the meaning of 
the text by speaking for it (TKeinsheimer, 1985, p. 22 1 ) 

Texts are open to and need response. They make themseIves understood 

through interpretation, duough response. Texts are fiee to engage in new 

reIationships and addresses, for to the readers what is written appears to be 

addressed directly to themselves. T h e  reader experiences what is addressed to 

him and what he understands in alI its validity. What he understands is always 

more than an unfamiliar opinion: it is always possible truth." (Gadmer, 1989, p. 

Being addressed by the possibilities of the t e a  having the text address the 

readers7 being cded to interpretation, to voice response were my hopes for the 

participants of the shared reading experiences. Acknowledging that texts can 

address readers as well as  remain silent or be siIencing I sought to engage in 

readings where the text enticed us, prompted us, encouraged us and demanded of 

us a conversati0~1, I sought to bring students into conversation with the voices of 

the text and interpretation. I endeavored to engage in events of readings where to 

fbMII the task ofreader meant participating m interpretfve c~nversations~ Events 



of readings 3hich make the hairs on the ne* the non-existent pelt, stand on end 

and tremble, when every word bums and s h e s  hard and clear and infinite and 

exaa  like stones offire, like points of stars in the d a k "  (ByaK 1990, p. 471) 

As the children's voices resonate through this inquj. so also do voices of 

texts. Texts that I met through and with children, texts that were invitations 

extended by respected colleagues, texts I stumbled upon, and texts that are old and 

dear friends. Voices of texts that enticed us, and engaged with us. Voices of texts 

that invited and sustained thoughtfid conversations. Texts that sustained multiple 

conversations, that are generous and generative, that are able to support 

multifm*ous voices. Texts whose words were a calling, uttering them was an 

evocation, an evocation of interpretation. 

Sadako and the Thousand Pa~er  Cranes 

A close fiend and respected colleague introduced me to Sadako and the 

Thousand Paper Cranes. In my quest to understand reading and response and to 

understand how to Iive we11 with the students I was teaching 1 sought literature 

that would invite interpretation and open possibilities. A cruciai part of that 

journey was conversations with h*ends and coiIeagues, conversations about and 

bemeen texts- It was m the course of conve-*on that Sadako and the Thousand 



Pamr Cranes and I first met And it is in conversation that our relationship 

continues, conversations with s a  text and others 

Sadako and the Thousand Pa~er Cranes, by Eleanor Coerr, is a story that 

invites, encourages, and charges us with interpretive conversation. It is the 

compelling story of Sadako, a young Japanese girl who was only twelve years old 

when she died. She was two years old when the atom bomb was dropped on 

Hiroshima in an attempt to end WorId War II. Ten years later she died of 

leukemia as a result of radiation fiom the atom bomb. 

Tiger 

Richard introduced this story to me. A story whose first fatehi meetings I 

remember cIearLy. My son Richard brought home the book Tiger, by Judy Allen, 

tiom his school library. He found the book on the shelf and thought it might be 

interesting because he is fascinated with animals. He was expecting a text that 

would impart information about tigers, a text that would be non-fiction, which 

wouId be predominantly biological. As we settled in to read Tiger for a bedtime 

story we were invited to a world not of factual renditions about the bioIogy of 

tigers but to a village where rumors of a tiger living in the forest are spreading. 

No one in the village is sure who has started the rumors but they say that a 

tiger is living in the forest The ViIIagers decide that they should hunt the tiger. 



The only villager resistant to killing the tiger is a young boy named Lee. When a 

famous hunter arrives to shoot the tiger the viIIagers wish him good hunting 

except for Lee who wishes the hunter bad luck As the story continues readers 

learn that the hunter's way of shooting animals is not what was originally 

anticipated. Tiger is a dramatic story, which invites the reader into exploring a 

world of ecological concerns. 

Frederick 

Frederick is an old fiend. We have been fiends for so long that I can not 

remember when we first met. I know our relationship goes at least as fm back as 

my first year in University. It is a book that I engage with consistently in my 

teaching and has become a favorite of my own children. 

Frederick, by Leo Liomi, is a captivating story of a family of field mice 

who Iive in an old stone wall. All of the field mice work hard at gathering and 

storing food supplies for the upcoming winter. All except Frederick. The fhfy 

questions Frederick about his Iack of productivity and he explains that his work is 

of a different nature. As the winter settles in the mice Ieam that Frederick's 

suppiies sustain them m a dHerent way. Frederick is a story that sings a song of 

praise to poetry and poets and invites us to recognize and appreciate gifts of 

language. 



Literature as Invitation 

Along my journey of teaching, of parenting, of reading I have sought to 

live we11 with books reading books generously and generatively. 1 try to be open to 

and share the truths in literature, and to invite others into a space where we may 

dwell in and with literature. I endeavor to savor the invitation extended by 

literature. An invitation I seek to extend to others. In savoring and sharing the 

invitation extended by Iiterature we are invited to turn and return to literature 

again and again. Turning and returning to dwell in a space where understanding 

can be worked out and can be played om in conversation with others. 

In seeking to understand the calI of Iiterature I turn and retum to an 

experience fkom my own childhood, an experience that resonates throughout my 

journey of reading and teaching The process of thought begins with something 

coming into our mind f?om our memory. But even this is an emanation, for the 

memory is not plundered and does not Iose anything." (Gadamer, 1989, p. 425) 



CHAPTER THREE 

RECEIVMG TEiE GIFT 

In seeking to undemand the nature of readings that invite response, of 

readings that invite the interpretive occasion, I remember a significant childhood 

event The memoIy of this chiIdhood event is an emanation, a beginning, a source 

of my relationship with Iiterature and with reading. When a story enters my hands 

and together with children we begin to journey the memory of this event shapes 

and impacts the pathways our journey follows. This event is central in my own 

history as a reader, an experience that shaped myself as a reader, parent and 

teacher. I share the memory of an event that is scored in who f am and, through its 

presence, who I am becoming. 

I remember the first story that touched me and made me want desperately to 

be abIe to access its world without the mediation o f  another, a story my mother 

began reading to me, enacting the roIe of a bridge to that storied world. I remember 

the intensity surrounding our readings of the story, intensity that made me want to 

touch, hold, make the book mine, to engage primady with the text, intensity that 

made me want to be 'the reader'. I remember the fa1 ofthe flannel nightgown 

wrapping around my legs, the warmth of my mother as she nestIed beside me to 

read 1 can hear the echo of  her voice as she transported me to another world, a 



worId where another M e  girl was so like me and yet so differenf a world where I 

was able to both become and observe, a world that left me breathless with 

anticipation, A world that I wanted to take myself to, to be able to travel through 

and with the story without waiting for bedtime, or for when my mother had time to 

read to me. Soon I began to echo my mother's voice, re-reading her readings. And 

in these re-readings was the power of reading, a way to cross the bridge into the 

storied world. And so it was through and with this particufar text that I became 

able to access the worIds of stories and books without the presence of another 

mediating reader. I became able to be independent when encountering and living 

with texts. My constant companion- the memory of this experience - - has 

profoundly shaped who I am as a reader, a parent and as a teacher of young 

children, and who I am becoming as I engage in these activities. 

Becoming a Reader 

The book lies on my she4 the firs in the series. The fkst in the series of 

stories written by the author tracing a journey of self and family and the first in the 

series tracing my journey as a reader. Its cover protects and encloses the pages of 

the story and upon opening uncovers a world of journeys "Once upon a timeI sixty 

years ago, a IMe girI Iived in the Big Woods of Wisconsin, in a little gray house 

made of I-" (Wader, 1932, p. 1) With this sentence begins the journey with and 



through the text. It beckons to me and invites me to revisit a 'once upon a time' of 

my own. 

Once upon a time there was a little girl who was seven years old. This IittIe 

girl loved to talk and play with her fiends and her report cards consistently 

commented upon her 'chattiness'. During reading times in school she would take 

out her Mr. Mugs reader and turn the pages along with the rest of her reading 

group. She knew that many others in her class could read 'all by themselves' and 

that these chfidren got to read different books than hers. She knew that hers was a 

group of slower readers, of children who always had to read with the teacher, or 

else they would only look at the pictures and talk about things other than the book. 

This was not of great concern to the littIe girl for Mr- Mugs was simply a silly dog 

and there didn't seem much point in reading stories about a dog. There didn't seem 

to be much point in the activity of reading itself There was nothing magical, 

wondrous, or interesting in the books she was dowed to read at schooI. Nothing 

enticed the IittIe girI to want to Ieam to read Ifher choices were Mr. Mugs or not 

reading she chose not to read. At schooi the little girI continued to work in her Mr. 

Mugs book and to do the right pages in her workbook, and she continued to love to 

talk and laugh with her fiends. 

At home the IinIe girl's mother would read dillierent stories to her. She 

would read her nursery rhymes, fw taIes and other stories. Books were specid 



'treats', special gifts and the little girl loved story time with her mom- She loved to 

listen to her mother's voice read out the story, to talk with her mom about the 

wodds between the covers of books. She took particular joy in listening to her 

mother read the nursecy rhyme TaffL was a Welshman for her grandfather came 

f?om Wales and it was humorous to consider him as Taffyaffy 

T i  was a Welshman, 
T i  was a thief: 
Tm came to my house and stole o hunk of beef: 
I went to T& S house, Tm was in bed 
[picked up hammer and hit him on the head 

Reading at home was an enjoyable, jom interactive time filled with laughter, 

magic and conversation. StilI, the littIe girl was content to let her mother voice the 

text, to let her mother be the 'reader'. 

One night the linle girl's mother brought out a new book to read- a book she 

had just bought thinking that the Iittfe girl might like this story for she knew her 

daughter liked people stories and this was the story of a little girl. "Once upon a 

time, sixty years ago, a IittIe girl Iived in the Big Woods of Wisconsin, in a Iittle 

gray house made of logs." (Wilder, 1932, p. I )  And so the fittle e l ' s  mother began 

to read, and in this reading there was something fir the IittIe girl. The story 

captured and captivated the IittIe girl. It began to make her its own, it weIcomed 

her and enticed her to stay. The IiaIe girI nestled closer to her mother, leaning in to 

see the words and the pictures, the world this book offered, The storied worId 



beckoned to her, d e d  her and invited her in. The flame1 nightgown her 

grandmother had made was soft against her ski& rubbing her f e t  against one 

another she became still and the world became wondrous. She could picture that 

log house surrounded by nothing but woods where 'There were no houses. There 

were no roads. There were no people. There were only trees and the wild animals 

who had their homes among them-" (Wilder, 1932, pp. 1-2) She felt herself there. 

She was welcomed in this place. She belonged. Here was a story that invited her 

into its world, a world of little girls and fgmi-lies and the way things were in that 

'once upon a time'. 

In reading Little House in the Big Woods the little girl happened to journey 

to a 'secondary world' (Tokein, 1964). A world where The story-maker proved a 

successful 'sub-creator'. . . making a Secondary World which your mind can enter. 

it, what he relates is 'true': it accords with the Iaws of that world. You 

therefore believe if while you are, as it were, inside." (Tokein, 1964, pp. 36-37) 

Inside that secondary world the Iittfe girl was able to journey with Laura She was 

not an impartial outside observer, but a shadowy f d y  member. She belonged. 

Nightly, the Iiale girl's mother continued to read to her and the little girl's 

fascination and wonderment with this world, a storied world, continued to grow. 

Each night she wodd nestIe in as dose as she c o w  listen to her mother's voice 

and follow aIong both the words and the world in the book Soon she began to be 



eager to take hmeff to this storied world where she had a belonging place. She did 

not want to have to wait until her mother could read to her, did not want to wait 

until bedtime for bedtime was too short and the story always stopped too soon. The 

littie girl began to pick up the book after school and 'reread' what her mother had 

read before her, echoing her mother's voice. She began to re-read practicing the 

sound of the language, the rhythms of the story, taking herself back to that special 

world. In re-reading the story flowed and ebbed, she was able to re-connect with 

the storied world. She was able to re-visit, and although fmfiiar, in echoing her 

mother's voice she encountered something new. She encountered a familiar fiend 

with whom she could engage anew. 

Soon, during bedtime story, the little girl was reading with her mother, 

stepping in and reading those words she knew. "Laura, Mary, Came" and "Ma and 

Pa" who were also "Caroline and Charles" these words became fmiliar and began 

to link the story to the words on the page. They were important words to the little 

girl and important words to the story. The times the little girl stepped in and read 

soon became more and more fkequent She began to be able to read more, to be 

able to read sections of the book As the journey through the story continued so 

also did the tittle girI's attempts to read the text The journey through and with the 

story had also become a journey of d i n g .  



Along the joumey there were times where the tittle girl found she could 

nad some of the story hem& and gradually there came a time when the IittIe 

giri's mother was mostiy listening and the littie @I was doing most of the reading- 

As she continued to read her mother was there beside her supporting the little 

girl's attempts to give voice to the text She knew her mother was there 

encouraging her and she need only ask when she came to something she didn't 

understand, or something she was unable to 'read'. Her mother welcomed her 

questions, her "listen to this", her comments and her conversations. The little girl's 

mother's presence invited, supported, and encouraged her joumey with the story 

and her journey of reading. She had gentfy nudged and guided the little girl, had 

made the world of reading an invitation that she could no longer resist or ignore. 

The Iittle girl became enticed by the magic of reading and was excited to be 

able to transport herselfto the world of Laura, to share in the adventures and 

troubIes that Laura found and that found Laura. When reading she was in another 

world. This world seemed suspended in time. Reading was like being in a travel 

machine where she couId visit other worlds. The Little girl became lost in Laura's 

world, a worid of Iog houses, wilderness, and family, a world of journeys, 

adventures and home commgs- 



At the end ofthe book there was a pause in the storied joumey of  Lam 

In@- but another joumey was continued, for the Iittle girl had learned to read. 

She could now read 'alI by herself'. The LittIe girl read: 

"When the fiddle had stopped singing Laura called out softly, 'What 
are days of auld Iang syne, Pa?' 'They are days of a long time ago, 
Laura.' Pa said. 'GO to sleep, now. ' But Laura Iay awake a IittIe 
while, listening to Pa's fiddle softly playing and to the lonely sound 
of the wind in the Big Woods. She Iooked at Pa sitting on the bench 
by the hearth, the firelight gleaming on his brown hair and beard and 
glistening on the honey-brown fiddle. She looked at Ma, gently 
rocking and knitting. She thought to herself. 'This is now.' She was 
@ad that the cosy house, and Pa and Ma and the firelight and the 
music were now. They could not be forgotten, she thought, because 
now is now. It can never be a long time ago." (Wilder, 1932, pp. 
237-38) 

And the IittIe girl too knew that this codd not be forgotten, because the 

journey of reading was now and would continue. This journey of reading would 

remain, in her thoughts and memories, as present It would continue with other 

readings and other story journeys and could never be forgotten. This journey of 

reading had shaped and guided the kind of reader the little girl was becoming. And 

so the book Little House In The Bia Woods by Laura Ingalls Wilder remains in its 

treasured space on the booksheE tangible evidence of a journey undertaken by a 

little girl. 



This memory holds significance as a rite of passage, a rite initiated by 

loving mother, a mother who knew the power of the storied worId and the 

possibilities it could hold for her little girl. A rite initiated by a mother who b d t  a 

bridge to the world of reading and stories and invited her daughter to cross. A rite 

initiated by a mother who carried her little girl across the bridge when she needed 

carrying, who gently reassured her as the IittIe girl began to walk, and who 

encouraged and helped the little girl stand on her own. A rite initiated by a mother 

who picked her daughter up when she feil, supported her when she stumbled, and 

who let go when the little girl was ready to finish the crossing on her own. In 

finishing the journey across this bridge the IinIe girl was fUed with a sense of 

wonder, mystery and excitement She had become a reader. She could read, and 

being able to read opened up a world of possibdities. Reading opened up and 

invited the little girI to cross the story bridge and participate in many possible 

worlds. In the fhre the Little girl would cross many story bridges and the 

fascination and need for reading w d d  remain with her always, shaping the role 

she would seek to enact with her own children and the children she taught. 

As my mother before me so too do I seek to provide, enact, and encourage 

the buiiding of bridges between children and literature- Soiid bridges that reassure 

and ground children so that they may deiy explore storied worlds. Wobbly 

bridges that invite exciternenc adrenaline, and adventure as cfiiIdren cross over the 



rushing waters and immense crevices of texts. Bridges of simple logs helping 

children to gain their bafance as they cross the story tenah. Bridges of simple 

ropes that provide a hand hold, an anchoring spot, a reassuring roughness within 

the grip. Bridges that invite intensity of experience. Bridges that encourage 

children to cross over to the storied world, that promote communal and 

independent exploration. Bridges that invite children to journey with and through 

texts opening up journeys into possible secondary worlds. Bridges of reading. 

This gift of reading is a particular gift my mother gave to me. In helping 

build bridges to storied worlds she started me on a journey towards a belonging 

place. She was my teacher, initiating a journey and propelIing me dong pathways 

to a place where literature and I beIonged together. It was in her presence that I 

encountered a magical, compelling, wondrous place, the place of reading. Her 

presence served to make the fmiliar strange and the strange familiar. No longer 

was the famiIiar my mother's voice giving life and breath to the text, no longer was 

the familiar being a vicarious reader, it had become strange. What was now 

f d i a r ,  was now deeply ingrained in who I was and am, was the strange ability to 

breathe life into text, to enter into stories, to take up the possibilities the world of  

reading offered. My mother invited me "to love the good by loving our own." (Lee, 

I998, p. 129) With her presence and her companionship my mother invited me to 

'love the good'; to love Literature. Loving literaturey being claimed by stories 



became inseparable from who I was and am. In 'loving the good by loving our 

own' (Lee, 1998, p. 129), in loving the place of reading, I belong 

This @ace of reading is a special place, a desirabfe place, a place that dweff s 

deeply in my heart In being cIaimed by reading I am beholden to it I am 

"unprovisionafly claimed, beyond dl bargain or convenience.. . beholden by the 

very nature of things" (Lee, 1998, p. 130), beholden by the very nature of d i n g .  

Beholden by a nature of reading that moves beyond "readings that map and 

dissect.. . that count little grey pronouns" (Byatt, I 990, p. 47 1 ), a nature of reading 

that moves beyond breaking the language code, beyond de-coding the text. I am 

beholden by a nature of reading that invites Ii-g richly with texts. A nature of 

reading which asks, which demands interpretation in order to f i U  the task of 

reader. I am beholden by reading that invites a journey to a belonging place. 

The gift of this place of reading is the gift of a place to grow out fiom, to 

grow ahead fiom. Not a gi f t  to grow apart fiom or up from, leaving this place 

behind, becoming independent from it. Not a gift of growing ahead that is a 

distancing, a remova an isolation &om this place of reading, this placed housed in 

the language of memory. But a growing out fkom, ahead fiom, that is not 

independence of but responsibiIity for A respotlsibiIity for 'Ioving the 

good: a responsibiIity to take care ofthis place of reading to pass on its 

inheritance9 to fkther its traditions- In being beholden and responsibIe to this 



memory of reading, this piace of reading I am claimed and cultivated by a nature of 

reading that demands the q e r i n g  of its traditionsp that compels me to invite 

initiates into this worid of reading. 

Romance and Bedtime Stories 

In being beholden to this place of reading, a place of reading that invites 

'loving the good' I am bound to and captivated by this nature of reading. In being 

bound to this nature of reading I am also bound and held by the language that is 

available to house this understanding of reading- I am bound by the language that 

descn%es the eventfbhess of readings that "'make the hairs on the neck, the non- 

existent pelt, stand on end and tremble, when every word bums and shines hard 

and clear and infinite and exacc Like stones of fire, Iike points of stars in the darkn 

(Byatt, 1 990, p. 471 ) 

In presenting to a group of peers, at the University of Calgary, the topic of 

this inq-the topic of chiIdren and responsive readings I struggled to find the 

language m which to share my understandings and that which I sought to explore 

to fkther those understandingsgs I struggled to find the language that wodd build a 

bridge of understanding, a bridge of communication between myseIfand the others 

in this course- During the presentation conversation was generated around bedtime 

stories. A conversation, in which one person said9 "People taIk as ifthere is 



something romantic about children and bedtime stories." l was immediateIy taken 

aback I felt defensive. I felt that this person's comment was b e W g  an 

understanding ofreading that captivates and claims me. I was silenced. The 

conversation continued to swirl about me, a conversation I could no longer 

participate in. My presentation and participation was over. The tentative bridge 

had collapsed. 

"PeopIe taIk as ifthere is something romantic about chiIdren and bedtime 

stories." This comment was to haunt me, hovering about demanding that 

something come of its instance. The incident had arisen, it pressed itself upon me 

and I could not ignore or avoid 'romance and bedtime stories'. I needed not to try 

". .. to discover the weakness of what is said, but .. . to bring out its red strength* 

(Gadamer, 1989, p. 367) I needed to take up the instance and explore it for its 

tltlths* 

Romance- excitement, love, etc. of the kind found in such literature, a Iove 

affair. Romantic- visionary. These are the words I find used in the dictionary to 

detine romance and romanticC 1 think of bedtime story readings that have been 

6Ued with excitement I thiak of times where I have feIt my Iove for my children 

and my love for Iiterature come together aad conceive something between them. I 

think of my love affair with books. "People taIk as ifthere is something romantic 

about children and bedtime stories." As this statement turns itseff around and 



around with my memories of bedtime story readings I find they interpenetrate and 

inform one another- There is romance to be found in engaging with cMdren and 

books. Not the romanticism of going back in time to the 'good old days' but 

romance in the excitement, the joy, the awe to be found in what children and books 

may become together. During readings there have been times where there is a 

sense of the romantic, of the visionary. Part ofthe romance of books, of 

envisioning what books and chndren can conceive together is inviting 'loving the 

good by Ioving our own.' 

In being compelled to pass dong the inheritance of reading that invites 

'loving the good', that invites living richly with texts, that invites journeys to 

possible worlds I strive to encourage, provide oppommities for and explore with 

my children experiences with literature. In taking responsibnity for and being 

responsibie to reading that invites 'loving the good' our nightly story times have a 

nature to them of a promise. The books we hold in our hands are a promise, our 

presence together is a promise. Being together with texts is a promise, a promise of 

experiencing being claimed by a text I know there are no guarantees for 

experiencing deep responses but being together and open to the potentials ofthe 

text makes the Iushness of such an experience more possible. 

In our bedtime story readings there are moments that have been an 

enchantment, moments when we have participated in readings that have evoked 



significance and insight fiom the text, fiom ourselves, and f5om what we have 

been together. Moments when I have been taken aback, moments when 1 have 

been a participant in the unfolding wisdom between text and children. There are 

moments when I have found joy and reverence in the power of what books and 

children can be together. Moments when 1 have found joy and reverence in the 

magic, wondering, and wisdom evoked when dwelling together in this place of 

reading. 

Family Readings: Journeys in bedtime storied worlds, 

In being beholden to reading I am afways and already compelled to explore 

reading events. Explorations that have induded reading experiences with my 

chiIdren, Richard aged six and Alexander, aged four. Explorations through which I 

hoped to gain further insight into the nature of responsive readings. 

We shd not cease fiom exploration 
And the end of alI our exploring 
WiII be to arrive where we started 
And how the place for the fint time. 

- T.S. EIiot Z?ie Four Qwrtets 

These explorations shall not cease as I continue coming back to the same 

issues that haunt my thoughts; issues of young cwdren and their reading responses 

and response-abilities- Issues of responsiveness in the developing reader. Issues of 



children engaged in experiences with rich and provocative literature. Like a 

treasured fiend I tum and re-tum to these expIorations participating in many and 

varied conversations, being taught through them and by them. Through 

explorations of these experiences I hope to arrive at deeper understandings, deeper 

insights9 I hope to come to know more l l l y  this place of reading. 

Reading to and with my children is a core part of our daily lives. It is part of 

our sustenance, part of our fdly tradition. Part of a tradition passing dong the 

inheritance ofthe particular gift of reading handed down by my mother. Books 

have been and are special gdk. They have signified and reflected the growth of 

our fmily. From board books, interactive sensing books, books about starting 

school, homemade books, to books about the &vai of newest famiry members 

Iiterature has been and is interrelated and internoven in the web of our family. 

Literature is part of and M e r s  our heritage, our family traditions. We are 

readers. In being readers we have allegiances to other readers, a respomiility to 

reading and a profound responsibiIity to the terrain of reading. 

I have always read to and with my children. I remember sitting beside 

Richard when he was three months old and as he pIayed with his mobile 1 read 

doud to him fiom the noveI L was reading I wanted him to heat that specid 

cadence ofvoice when one d s -  1 wanted him to &el the story, to share with him 

the feehg of intimacy when reading a powerfUI story. I remember the quilt he was 



lying on- The quilt itselfa sigdier ofanother f d y  tradition, the tradition of 

quilting. I remember his expressiveness, his interaction as I read. Richard was 

listening to and interacting with my storied voice. This was the terrain of this 

reading. This terrain was a multilayered terrain, layered with traditions 

occasioning the passing on of a heritage. 

When Richard and Alexander were learning to talk we read together- they 

would point and label pictures while turning pages and I wodd read pieces of the 

story, as they would allow. The book was in their hands, they were in control of 

when the pages were turned, and their voices were the primary ones as they 

expiored illustrations and made connections to their blossoming understanding of  

language. In engaging in these experiences they were exploring the reIationship 

between oral language and text Their unfading language development and the 

text interpenetrated and informed one another. They were the readers. 

As Richard and Alexander continue to grow so does their relationship with 

books. They live in storied worlds where they are h e  to play with text and 

understanding Occasiondy Richard win read aloud to Alexander. Eiis voice 

becomes a storied voice and they five together in shared reading experiences, In 

these experiences their coaversation intempts the tab as each seeks to make 

reference to story events or co~ections to their own lives and understandings. 

- - They may take up the text and create a possible worId dramatrang the stay, a 



world with knights and dragons, sharks3 and hockey games. Recently, after 

Richard read with and to Alexander Terror Below! True Shark Stories (del Prado, 

1997) our kitchen ff oor became the ocean and the boys characters in some of the 

stories. They were compelled to Iive out the world they had encountered in the 

book Through play they were responding to text- embodying the stories by acting 

out the drama ofshark attacks and rescues. They negotiated between themselves 

the stories they would embody, existing in a world to which I was not invited. 

They were living in a magical temporality where the confines and structures ofthis 

worId were suspended. Living in a magical temporality where boys could become 

predators, where it was safe to explore a fascination with fear. Exploring a 

fascination with fear ofthe unknown depths of the ocean, with t2ar of large and 

powerful animals. Richard and Alexander were living in a magical temporality 

where they could be safely scared. 

The children have often engaged in re-reading and re-telling story events. 

They have found texts that invite continuous conversations and expforations. Like 

treasured and trusted fiends they have re-read and re-visited stories turning and 

re-turning to texts as a way of moving forward and deepening understandings 

(Hunsberger, 1985). At three AIexander would often pick the same book to be read 

fkeqpent[y during the day and then again for one ofhis bedtime stories. We woufd 

read it to 6im and then most o h  he would read it back to us, He would echo our 



readings using our voices to scaffold his own. Echoing our voices to build a bridge 

to the storied world. Echoing our voices to quicken the life ofthe text. AIexander 

couldn't seem to get enough of the book Look Around With Littie Fish (Singer & 

TuttIe-Singer, 1995). It went with him on sleepoven, as important to the packing 

process as his blanket. He had a deep connection with that particular story. Perhaps 

it was the iIIustrations, the interaction with the little fish that squeaked when 

pressed, perhaps the subject, or the rhythms of the language- we do not know. But 

this particular story shared a connection with him. He was desirous of visiting and 

re-visiting its familiar terrain. Look Around With Little Fish 's predicta biIity 

assured, re-assured, and consistently invited Alexander to journey to the storied 

world. For him, it remained generous enough to house his fiequent visits and 

generative enough to gently nudge him to explore the world of reading. In rime, the 

book Look Around With Little Fish began to sit more fkequentfy on the bookshelf 

passed over in the choosing of bedtime stories. It remains there now, often unread 

but not forgotten. 

Alexander remains the kind of reader who has very favorite books that he 

Ioves to have read over and over again. As he grows and matures the character of 

his favorite books changes- However, he continues to remain enthrded by books 

of rhyme and rhythm. CunentIy, we are kquently readmg Bugs That Go Bump in 

the Ni& it has become a consistent fiend in our bedtime story reading 



experiences. A fiiend who invites another conversation, influencing our 

inteqretatious by both past and future as we aIready know what is to yet to come 

within the text, This night as I notice that once again Alexander has chosen this 

story I wonder and seek to explore why this particular text is one of his favoritestes 

Buns That Go  bum^ in the Night 

BUSS - That Go Bump in the Ninht is a pop-up book about Hallowe'en whose 

main characters are ail bugs i.e. ghostbugs and goblinbugs waiting for you in a 

haunted house. The illustrations are rich in detail, the story written in rhyme with 

the find sentence on each page hiding behind an opening. It invites reader 

participation through this use of 'bug-eyed' illustrations, the rhyme and rhythms 

of its language as well as requiring the reader to reveal the hiding places of words. 

The book cdls for interaction with its readers. It is an entertaining and often 

hilarious journey to a world that plays with 'scary things' A journey that invites 

the reader to become 'one of them.' 

Ttis IS the haunted h o w  bug- Enter ifyou &e. 

Ghostbugs and Goblinbugs me waiting for you there- 

Who 's th s rdmg  through the sky? 

Bugs on 4roo~ckrfr'g higk 

Open the coftn @you dbre tu see who nrcry be sleeping here. 

It S Drambug, So do beware. 



Miat is making that scary sound? 

A SReleton Bug is ranling moMd 

Mi skin and bones, a s m  or two, a& wings and eyes, und then some 

glue. 

It's Frmknbtrg, who S Zooking for YOU! 

Who cast a light on rhis &rk, dbrR night? 

A Bug+-Zmtem bunring bn'ght. 

IMde e's a suprise made jwt for you 

And now YOUcm look buggy, tm! 

- David A. Carter, 1996. 

Alexander 1 want to read my bug book tonight. 
Me: Why is this book your favorite? 
Alexander: Sometimes a's my favorite and sometimes it is not. 
Me: When is it your favorite? 
Alexander It is not my favorite when I am feeling scared and it is my favorite 
when I don't get scared. 
Me: 1 know that sometimes you like to be scared. Like the dmes when you like dl 
your glow in the dark lizards in your morn and we turn out the lights. And 
sometimes we Iike to fee1 safe.. . 
Richard: Especially when we are going to bed. 

I know that there are times that Afexander Iikes to be scare4 those times he 

turns out all  the lights in the basement takes his flashlight and goes 'monster 

hunting', those times he turns out his Iights and watches the world of his room 

light up with Iizards. In these hstances, as m reading his 'bug book', he is enabled 

to be safely scared- To exp1oce the dark terrain in a possible world layered within 



his fkrdiar world. To explore dark terrains knowing he can at any time suspend 

the magical temporality and return 'home'. He is invited by this book to journey to 

monstrous terrains where he is able to safely play, play with and play out his 

understandings around fear. Alexander's 'bug book' allows him to de-monstrate 

'scary things- ' 

Alexander also responds to an understanding of timing, of timeliness. There 

is a sense of timeIiness surrounding readings of Bugs That Go  bum^ in the Nipht. 

There is a time to engage in reading this story, to visit and re-visit its pathways and 

there is a time where to turn and re-tum to this story's journey would be to create 

an unsettling rupture in the fabric ofthis fmiliar world. 

"It is not my favorite when I am feeling scared and it is my favorite when I 
don't get scared." 

It would be 'bad timing' to engage in and with a journey that plays with 

monstrousness when scared. Richard articulates this sense of timing, a sense of 

'right' timing when he tells of wanting to feel safe when going to bed. The gap 

between this daily world and the world of sleep and dreams is an opening, a ponal. 

To fee1 unsafe when living in, when Iying in this gap is to invite the monstrousness 

in. To feel unsafe in this portal is to create the possibility ofwnfkonting the 

monsters and returning home insurmountabk It invites a haunting dowing the 

monstrousness to enter this f d i m  daily world. It becomes unsafe to 'play'. 



When feling scared this text no longer invites the reader into the play opening the 

portal for the reader to explore, but opens the door on the other side- It suspends 

the safety of the h i l i a r  place- bed, and the fbdiar event-reading. Feeling 

scared is not the 'right' time for this reading, 

Me: When you don't get scared why is it your favorite? 
Alexander Bones- 
Richard: (After a Iong pause) Bones! That doesn't make any sense. You can't say 
it is your favorite because "bones". 
AIexander Yes, see (turns to the page with the skeleton) bones. There are bones 
and I have bones inside me. 
Richard: 04 you like it because we all have bones and that picture's kind of like 
an x-ray of our bones. 
Alexander. Yes, l toId you bones! Now read please. 

When Alexander states "bonesn in response to my question there is a Iong 

pause in our conversation. There is a pause, a suspension ofconversation. Like 

Richard I am unsure* I have Men out of understanding, I do not understand 

Afexander's connection. In the echoing silence AIexander waits expectantly. He 

looks to me questioninglyY I can read in his expression his wanderings around the 

sifenceare we going to read or are we going to taIk some more. 1 look at Richard. 

He is perplexed. He cannot make any sense of "bones". It is Richard who picks up 

the thread ofour conversation and challenges Alexander on the rneaningfbhess of 



his comment He is mwiiIing to allow this thread to be unconnected to the web of 

understanding. 

"Bones! That doesn't make any sense. You can't say it is your fbvorite 
because 'bones'." 

In its instance this challenge is a reader responding to another reader who 

appears to be off topic. The comment "bones" seems to be unconnected to the story 

tiom Richard's viewpoint and so he questions Alexander. In his voice is his 

exasperation with his younger brother. In his voice is his irritation with a younger 

less experienced reader. Alexander responds to Richard's chaIIenge and defends 

his position with a textual reference. He grasps the book and turns directly to the 

page in the stoq that wilI support his initial claim. He turns to the page with the 

skeleton hiding in the closet "See.. . " his response to Richard has an edge, an edge 

of hstration at not being understood, and an edge at having to defend himself: 

AIexander expands upon his response, re-visiting what he has said and using the 

text reference as a springboard. He is making a connection between himself; the 

text and what he knows as a general human condition- we all have bones. 

Alexander's response of "bones" was one wither Richard nor 1 could understand 

until AIexander expanded upon his idea and referred us to the t e e  The work of 

interpretation and understanding required exploring the interwoven and 

interrelated threads of our conversation, the texf and response. 



This experience has r-ed for me that as teachers and parents we need 

to be sensitive to exploring with chiIdren their initid responses. Often young 

children wiIl make short, oraf responses to texts and conversations about texts that 

we do not take up because they appear to be meIated or off topic. We need to turn 

towards interpretation- 

A turn toward interpretation means a drawing close to what we 
already are, to the way in which we are together, to an attention to 
what is really going on in our Iives with children, rather than having 
that attention deflected away by disembodied knowIedge, media 
hype, or the latest f& fiom some prominent educator with a loud 
voice. In pedagogical terms, a turn toward interpretation is interested 
in the way understanding is achieved between an adult and a chid9 
with the deep question of what is required for them (us) to live 
together in a way that will ensure that life can go o n  (Smith, 1994, p. 
174) 

In my mind I am called to account for those times when I was not open to 

and did not explore the possibiIities children had offered me. Those times when I 

did not even consider interpretation, when I did not clear the way for 

understanding. 1 remember fleetingiy moments when conversations were 

suspended, when in the pause of time I codd have, should have treated children's 

responses with more generosity- It is t e h g  that I cannot remember specifics of 

incidents, yet I know they have occurred and I did not recognize their possibiIities. 

I am cded to account for those times when treating children's responses more 

generousiy wodd have been generative* Times when I needed to remember that 



our understanding is increased in the presence of others. That the work of 

interpretation involves others and it is through the participation, the interaction, 

through a vital and vibrant community with others that a horizon of possibilities is 

opened up for us alL Teaching thus becomes understandable as a "community of 

conversation" (Gadamer, 1983, p. 165) between the fmiliar, established world 

and the inevitable generativity and transfornation of meaning that the entrance of 

the new, the young, the initiate/initd (the 'new generation') portends." (Jardine, 

1994, p. 18) 

Tiger 

T i m  is a provocative, suspensefi17 compefling and profound exploration of 

reiationships between nature and man In its reading it is an ecological text. 

"Ecology, for example, presents us with an image of our Iives and the iife of the 

Earth as invoIving a vast, vibrant, generative, ambiguous, muftivocai, interweaving 

network of living intercomecti~ns." (Jardine, I 994, p. v) It is a mdtilayered 

ecological story about a tiger, a viIIage, a young boy, and a hunter. It is a story that 

is a resonant, potentialized field of experience. It is a vibrant suspensefil, emoting, 

reading. In its reading Tiger invites a deep& pedagogical space. A pedagogid 

space in which lies possibilities for mnsfbrmation and learning A space that calls 

for introspection, that calls for exploring many threads in the web of responsibility. 



Tiger invites re-reading, deepening our understanding encouraging M e r  

expIoration and conversation, demanding that you take up some of the issues it 

presents- Its integrity c d s  forth and propels an engagement in conversation. It is a 

story that penetrates deep and begins to work fiom within- (Abrams, 1996, pp. 

158-1 59) A story that occasions the interpretive turn. 

"There i s  a tiger, '" the villages told each other. "Out beyond the rice 

fle[dr, out beyond the swamp, somewhere in the oak woo& near the &er bank, 

there is a tiger. '" No one was sure where the  nor had started, but it was a strong 

one, andmust people believed it. Titry began to discus the best, ands@est, wqy 

to kiM the tiger. (Allen, 1 992) 

The journey with the text begins here in a place of spectdation and of angst 

The reader is immediately confronted, taken aback by these people who plan to 

kill. 

"Bur why kill it?" said Lee, who wus the youngest of the children t~yuu  

didn 't c o ~ t  the babies. (Allen, 1992) 

It IS Lee, one of the youngest members of the VilIage, who voices the 

simpiest of questions, who voices the reader's qgedon Lee takes up our 

questions, our concerns. h asking his question Lee "opeas up this 3~ ' '  and 

thereby becomes one of us. And this, m turn, pmvides the comrnuaity with a 

certain re-genedvity and renewaf-" (Jardine3 1994, p. 2 1) In asking his question 



Lee opens up and conffonts, invites us to open up and confront, highly ecoIogical 

questions. Why kill the tiger? Should they kill the tiger? 

Me: The villagers have been dkusshg the tiger and what does Lee want? 
Richard: Them not to kilI it 
Me: Why? 
Richard: Because it is part of Iife, and nature is not supposed to be killed. 
Me: Why do you think nature is not supposed to be killed? 
Richard: Because it is part of the world. 
Me: Cfwe are part ofthe world and nature is part of the world ... 
Richard: That makes us part of nature. 
Me: It does. I like how you said that So when they are talking about kilIing the 
tiger it is about Wing a part of nature which is like killing a part of us. 
Richard: Like Mling a piece of our heart 

In engaging and reading this text Richard f i d s  his commitment to nature 

called forth- He has a deep connection and relationship with the natrnaI world. He 

is fsscinated by the cycles of nature and by the Iives of animals. Richard 

consistently brings home non-fiction books about animals. His comments are 

telling of a deep ecological concern and insight He recognizes that he is of this 

worid and therefore nature is a part of himself: Richard articulates that to kiIl the 

tiger is an act of violence against nature and therefore against man. His comments 

are witnessing the intenwaving network ofinterreZations in the life ofthe Earth. 

As a member of this Earthly community he has allegiances to others, 

respomiiIities for others and a profound respomibfiity for the Earth (Abram, 

I996, p. 168) Richard captures his understanding and perception of loss in his 

statement about Iosing a piece of your heart In recognizing his ptic@ation in an 



animate world he poetically captures this sense of  Ioss. He voices an understanding 

that the irresponsibIe acts of man, the act of killing the tiger, wilI have an impact 

on man himseU: He artrCculates his understanding and knowIedge that he is 

implicated in, that he is responsibIe for and to this web of Iifk m e  sensuous 

worId is a spontaneous, playful and dangerous mystery in which we participate, an 

anhate and articulate field of powers ever responsive to human actions and 

spoken words." (Abram, 1996, p. 153) Our actions, that which we say and do, has 

profound repercussions for this Earthly web. 

"7 don 't wont thenz to ki[l it, " he (Lee) said "It 'sproba6Iy jm a stov, " 

soid his mother. blrpru&ably im Z there at alL " "It is there, " said b e .  **I know it 

is. " A fav drys ofter the tiger lzmtor; another  nor started me new one was 

about a great hinter who truveled vast d&mces looking fur exciting prey. This 

was also a strong rumor- Everyone who parsed it on krov someone, wwha ktew 

someone else, who had heard itfiorn a relio6le wimss that this hunter had never 

once failed. 

Soon the hunter arrives at the village and many of the men offer to go with 

the hunter to assist 6im in cap-g his prey. The hunter refises their offers. 

"To find the tiger, " he (the hinter) sarx "1 need to ~ m e l  quiet& and 

alone. 1 f 1 need you lotet, I'll sendfwyou " "Good hunting; " m'd rlre villager+ 



all but one. "Bad hunting, " saidke. "lhope it gets away " Dte hunter stared at 

Lee. Lee stoods~aighr and stared back 

Me: How does Lee h o w  there is a tiger there? 
Richard: He knows it in his heart because .-. ( a long pause) we11 it is hard to say. 
And Lee hopes it is bad hunting. 
Me: That's when Lee tells the hunter "Bad hunting. I hope it gets away." 
Richard: I want to talk about why Lee thinks its bad hunting. 
Me: O R  What is it you would Iike to talk about when Lee says bad hunting? 
Richard: He doesn't want the tiger to get killed. Because it is like losing a pact of 
the world, like losing a part of your heart 

Again Richard is called to articulate his understanding of the Earth as an 

interwoven interdependent, interpenetrating world. An understanding of a worId 

that is both sensed and sensing A worId that is nested in reiationships. He is called 

again to state "Like losing a part of your heart". In articulating his undemanding 

Richard shares his feelings ofprofound responsibiIity to this terrain. He knows and 

is known as a member of this interpenetrating Earthly community and in his 

knowing reweaves the bonds of this Earthly community. (Palmer, 1996) 

When discussing how Lee knows ofthe tiger's existence Richard begins to 

expIore an alternative way of knowing* He knows fiom the text that Lee has never 

actudy seen the tiger. Its existence is descn'bed as a 'rumor' and yet when Lee's 

mother says that there probably really is not a tiger, that it is probabIy only a story, 

Lee states emphatically that the he knows the tiger really is there Richard initiates 

a begirming uudemtanding of howIedge that is intuitive and relational. We knows 



it in his heart.,. " Richard has an understanding of howledge of belie& and 

understandings that are not grounded in visual or experiential proof; an 

understanding that the world can be sensed and sense-able in different ways. In 

sensing the tiger and knowing that he is there Lee touches on knowledge of 

perception. Richard has an understanding of this kind of sensitive perceptibility as 

he does not need for Lee to have actually seen the tiger for him to know the truth 

of Lee's statement, Richard states that Lee "knows it in his heart" but cannot 

explain or develop this idea firrther in conversation. Richard understands that the 

world is perceivable in ways that do not necessariIy call for concrete sensing Ways 

of perceiving and knowing that involve sensitivity and intuitiveness. Ways of 

knowing that involve being known, that understanding is in relation with the 

world. 

When the hunter returns to the village he tells the villagers that there is not 

a tiger and they return to their work sighing their disappointment The hunter then 

moves to continue on his way. 

As the hunter passed 6y. Lee stepped out infiont ofhim. "There is a tiger, 

isn 'r here?" he smX "I krunu there is-but [ 'll never tell. " The hunter stared 

down at fiM. Then he miled, Then he winked nett he contimed an his w q  



Out in the grassy clearing, beyond the ricefieZ&, beyond the swamp, 

behind the oak woodr, he tiger rested on his back in the shade, one fm pmv 

drooping comfortably onto his white chest. (AIIen, 1992) 

These three experiences came forth fiorn the background of our daily 

storied Lives. They have been illuminated within my memory, yet they are very 

ordimy. They are experiences that are potentidized in our daily story times. They 

are events that speak to and of parenting, that speak to and of teaching, that speak 

to and of reading. They are events that speak of what may be conceived when 

children, parents and literature dwell together. 

As 1 have remembered and reflected upon these events, as I have told their 

tales, they have called me to understand more llIy the nature of response and the 

response abaities of young children. I have had the experience of observing the 

embodiment of a shared reading event between two children; children who 

engaged in a shared reading event where Richard provided the d o f d  for 

Alexander through the ord reading ofthe text. The text called for them to interpret 

it in both conversation and dramatization. htemptions occurred during the 

reading promoting a shared interpretation and deepening each chiId's experience. 

The play foff owing the shared reading was a spontaneous form of response- With a 

statement of "Let's pretend that the kitchen is the ocean ... " the response was 

called forth and shared between the children- They negotiated the tension b e e n  



their possible world and the reality of the contihes of the environment they knew 

themseIves to be in They have created and Wormed meaning into a world that 

was outside the ddyness of their Iives. Together they constructed their response 

through and within their storied lifeworld. 

Through conversation the ghost who demands that young children be given 

oppo-ties to explore initial responses has again visited me. The ghost who 

haunts me with the visions of young children whose initiai responses were 

considered to be offtopic and therefore not taken up in conversation. Alexander's 

telling comment "bones" and Richard's subsequent demand for clarXcation 

iIIuminated that indeed "bones" was responsible to the text and a connection with 

and between text and reader. This ghost demands that I give dignity and 

consideration to all responses, not just an acceptance of all responses, a 'Thank 

you for sharing', but that in generosity may come generativity. This ghost asks that 

I understand that being open to possibWes may deepen my own understandings of 

self; chiidren, texts, and response. Remembering and reflecting that to take risks, 

as responsive readings often require, involves knowing that one will be listened to. 

This is the legacy of my ghost of 'interpretive charity'. 

Through the responsive reading experience I shared with Richard and the 

story I am once again d e d  to reflect upon cMdren7s abilities to respond 

deeply and profoundIy with texts. Young children are capable ofentering into 



conversation and taking up pawed issues called for&. To explore deep 

connections with the human experience ofthe world and to be sensitive to ways of 

knowing illuminates for me the power behind responsive readings. Tiger remains 

with both Richard and L It has left with us memories of journeys with a text so 

profound that it called forth deep understandings and interpretations. Journeys 

with a text that invited re-reading permitting not only another involvement but 

adding dimensions. Journeys with a text that invited re-ding promoting 

response over time- Our journey with this text continues on for in its reading it has 

made us its own. 

We bear a memory or trace with us of the places we have passed 
through, the experiences we have undergone. Reading marks us in a 
deep sense, ifwe d o w  it and ifthe text leaves room for our 
wanderings. (Sardine, 1994, pp. vii-viii.) 

These experiences have also called me to reflect upon the need to provide, 

to seek out, and engage with texts that evoke deep issues invoIving our 

understandings of seIc others, and the worId. Text choice plays a crucial role in 

reader response. Compelling texts have an integrity that evokes the places of 

response. Texts that evoke places that have room for the reader to wander along 

the pathways of its terrain. Provocative texts bid the reader 'well come'; they are 

an dufing tenah of possibfiities. A terrain of possibilities supporthg and 

participating in and with responsive conversatio11~~ Profound responses come h m  



deep conversations with provocative texts, deep conversations with and between 

tea reader* and others- 

I have not yet ceased my expIoration of response experiences. 1 have been 

called forth to consider once agah the powem nature of responsive readings. To 

consider the response- abilities of young children; response- abiIities that hearken 

to be listened to, encouraged and nurtured. Response- abilities that reflect my own 

responsibiIities as a parent and teacher ofyoung children " AfI we can do is deeply 

understand the world that the chiid is entering and then invite that child to enter." 

(Jardine, 1994, p. 2 1) Trying to maintain a sensitive awareness to experiences, 

seeking to interpret and understand responsive readings 1 continue to explore along 

the horizon of possibiIities; a horizon of possibilities that with each movement 

promotes new perceptions and understandings. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

BRIDGEBUILDING 

The question of reading, response and interpretation has long been a part of 

my history. A history where, at times, I have been bIissllly unaware. A history 

where, at times, it has quietly remained in the background. A history where, at 

times, it has been taken for granted. And a history where the question has been 

thrust into the foreeont of my thoughts and actions. In exploring the question I 

now understand that it is not one that I have only asked, that it too is one that has 

asked me. It is a question that has arisen out of events. It is a question that has 

&sen as part of my participation in the world. A participation in traditions that 

have played out with and through me, traditions of reading, teaching and 

understanding. A participation in traditions of which I am only partially aware and 

of which I try to understand in order to make decisions about how to Iive in this 

space, the space of parenting teaching and reading well. 

Aspects of reading, response and mterpretation have arisen at different 

times in my teaching, in variant voices and variant instances. They have addressed 

and made a claim on me. A claim 1 have feit penetrate deepIy and begin to work 



£torn within. (Abram, 1996) An address and claim evocative and insistenf c h g  

for understanding. 

A Kindemarten Home 

In the journey of my teaching career I have had the fortune to 'begin', to be 

a 'first year' teacher in a Kindergarten c1a~~~oorn~ Kindergarten housed my hitid 

forays into the world of public education. Kindergarten was the bridge between 

being an initiate and becoming a member of the teaching profession. It was not a 

position I advocated for, not one I sought for 1 wanted to be a 'grade one teacher', 

but one in which I found myself for six years. Kindergarten was a place in which I 

understand now many possibilities, possibiIities I have rarely glimpsed since, were 

housed. In teaching Kindergarten 1 took for granted the question of responsive 

readings, I had not yet heeded its calling and claim. 

In teaching Kindergarten I based my plans, my planning on books. Books 

were the bridges between the chiIdren and myself. Lessons, units, themes, 

cunicuIum all arrived in the classcoom through and with books. In our 

Kindergarten classrooms we were abfe to become a f a y  of learners who 

expIored, conversed and Iived through experiences with texts. Experiences of and 

with texts that enriched us as members ofthe M y ,  enriched us individtdy, and 

enriched the community we shared- Through literature I strived to contribute to the 



establishment of a learning space where "teachers and learners and subjects wodd 

be in vital community with one another (Paher. 1993, p. xk). 

WhiIe teaching Kindergarten I was housed in a space that enabled and 

encouraged 'loving the good' (Lee, 1998). A place where the confines and boxes 

of teaching de-coding had not yet moved in to be unpacked and applied to the 

members of our family. 

The more prevalent view of Ianguage, at feast since the scientific 
revolution, and still assumed in some manner by most linguists today, 
considers any language to be a set of arbitrary but conventionally 
agreed upon words, or "signsw, Iinked by a purely formd system of 
syntactic and grammatical rules. Language, in this view, is rather like 
a code: it is a way of representing actual things and events in the 
perceived world, but it has no internal, nortarbitmy co~ections to 
that world, and hence is readily separable from it. (Abram, 1996, p. 
77) 

In our Kindergarten classrooms language and literature were understanding. 

Language was not a tool for our conscious and arbitrary use but was what housed 

our understandings, our struggles and our growth. Reading was not decoding, was 

not an act of trying to break down Ianguage in order to put it back together, was 

not premised on the view of the young 'sounding it out'. Language was not 

conceived of "as a c o d e a s  a determinate and mappable structure composed of 

arbitmy signs linked by pureIy formal rules." (Abram, 1996, p. 79) Language was 

understood to be "a living, rnultiv- ambiguous community of reIadons in which 



teacher and child and the wisdom of the world are rnutualIy engaged" (Jardine and 

Field, 1996, p. 257). 

In our Kindergarten classrooms there was t h e  to explore. By its nature 

Kindergarten time was not locked in, not dependent upon daily time tableing. 

When I was teaching Kindergarten there was not a formalized curriculum 

requiring blocks of time to be devoted to certain subjects. Kindergarten time was 

an opening through which explorations could take the time they needed. 

Explorations that included significant time spent living with books. There was time 

to explore favorite stories, ofd and new stories, stories authored by 'outsiden', and 

stories authored by outseLves both communally and individually. 

Stories, like rhymed poems or songs, readily incorporate themselves 
into our feIt experience; the shifts of action echo and resonate our 
own encounters--in hearing or telling the story we vicariously Live if 
and the travails of its characters embed themselves into our own 
tlesh. (Abram, 1996, p. 120) 

In Living with and through stories there was thne for response and response over 

time. There were times when the work of interpretation was occasioned by readings 

and the responses of others. There was time to investigate the impact that shared 

Literature had on individuals, our community, and our perceptions and 

understandings of the worid we Iive in. 

I found teaching Kindergarten unexpectedly fir[mIing. Here was a place 

where I could Iive in a nested f d y  of relations with children, books, and 



understanding. Here was a place where reading was truth and we discipies of its 

teachings. In Kindergarten I found a home, a place where I belonged, a place to 

teach. 'To teach is to create a space in which the community of truth is practiced." 

(Palmer, 1993, pp. xi-xii) 

In the years I spent teaching Kindergarten there were many struggles, many 

growing and learning opportunities. There were dificulties. A prevaifing dificulty 

and struggle surrounded the issue of 'chiId-centered' classrooms, classrooms that 

Ieft me unsettled. Classrooms that left me resonating with questions and concerns. 

There were %fiiIdcentered7 classrooms, I had visited, where it appeared the 

chiIdren had been abandoned and the teacher had abdicated their responsibility. 

Yet I too considered myse& and our Kindergarten program 'child-centered'. There 

were times of struggle, of growth, of learning, of difficulties and it is not my intent 

to 'paint a picture' of a flattened, smoothed out landscape of teaching. However, in 

teaching Kindergarten I did not encounter the amvd of the question of reading and 

response!- In teaching Kindergarten I was not "thrown" (Heidegger, 1996). I, a 

young enthusiastic, and naive I, was able to Iive in a space where my passions of 

reading, ChiIdren, and teaching were able to come together and conceive something 

greater than each alone- I was abIe to dwell m a home where the nature of reading I 

am beholden to was a gentle, secure foundation upon which to base my teaching A 



gentle, secure foundation bridging, weaving and interrelating, mysex the chiIdren, 

and our understandings of the world- 

A Communitv of Readers 

Having taught Kindergarten for a few years when I was on a leave tiam 

teaching I returned to the University to take a class. I knew that when I returned to 

teaching the following year that it would be time for a change. When retuning to 

teaching I was hopem that I would have the opportunity to teach a new grade, that I 

would have the opportunity to fbrther my journey of teaching in a classroom of 

grade one or two students. I felt that to teach grade one or two was a n a n d  

progression, that as each year my students had left our Kindergarten space so too 

was it now time for me to move to a new space. Part of preparing for that move 

involved the decision to take an elementary Ianguage arts methodology course at the 

University of Calgary. 

Part of the requirements for the elementary language arts methodology 

course included weekly Labs weekIy visits to a local school to observe and interact 

with grade oneftwo students during their language arts inmctionaI bIock A 

language arts instructional block that was premised on a 'Community of Readers' 

program. 'Community of Readers' the words sounded firmiIiar, the of 

chiIdren and texts engaged rneanh@y with one another was housed in their 



breath, This was language that came somewhat close to descriiing my Kindergarten 

experience. However, the 'Community of Readers' program housed in this 

cIassroom Ief€ me unsettled, disoriented, Ief€ me questioning. It % ~ w "  me. 

(Heidegger, 1996) Within this classroom's 'Community of Readers' were housed 

alien notions to my own experiences, my experiences of reading with my mother 

and my own children, and my experiences of engaging in reading events with the 

children 1 had taught. 

Within this cfassroom children were organized into small groups based upon 

reading abdity. I was not to know how their 'reading abiiity' had been decided but 

in this organization I began to be haunted by my own schooIing experience. I 

remembered how it had felt to be part of the 'bluebird readers', to be part of the 

'slow readers'. I began to feel uncoIllfortable. The classroom had many books 

within its boundaries, books that were housed in color coded tubs, books that had 

been leveled. Correspondingly, each reading group was able to pick a text to read 

tiom the right colored tub. An attempt to have children engaged in reading books 

that were at their 'ability level'. There was fmfiiarity in the desire to have children 

engage with books independently, or within groups. There was fkmiIiarity in 

desiring to provide children with a Iarge -ety of texts fiom which to choose. The 

leveled texts and coded buckets dowed the specter haunting me to begin to take a 

more solid fom Here again were imposed Iimitsy imposed bound~esy and 



si@ers of those who can and those who can't Here again were strange signifiers 

of what was reading. 

Upon finishing the reading of the text the children in each group then moved 

to choosing a 'response card'. These too were coloFcuded depending upon the type 

of response starter written on the card. The children recorded on a graph what color 

of response card they had chosen. They then completed the response starter in their 

'response logs.' These cards had upon them such sentence starters for response as I 

think. .. I wonder- .. I predict. When the cMdren had completed their response in 

their logs they shared what they had written with the others in their group. This 

sharing too followed a set of scripted instructions Iaminated on a card. Each 

member of the group would read their response aloud from their log to the others, 

then the listening members of the group would read off theit Iarninated card. It read: 

Thank you for sharing. 

At the end of each of our weekly visits, indeed at the end of the course, I was 

left feeIing uncomfortabIe, feeling out of place, fkeIing dissatisfied. Wm what I had 

been witnessing 'reader-response', was it responsible teaching and response 

enabIing teaching? Was response to be packaged and reduced to filI in the blanks 

echoing the basaIization of reading? Or was this 'Community of Readers' program 

mimicking the methods of reader response, was the teacher without knowledge of 

the wider c o m m ~  of &in&+ was it simpIy trading "ce- symptoms for 



others, shift(ing) the locus of d i s e s e  fcom pIace to place" (Abram, 1996, p 2  1). 

This p r o w  of reading appeared to be a program of "readings that map and 

dissect, readings that hear a &ing of unheard sounds, that count Iittle grey 

pronouns for pleasure or instruction'' (Byag 1990, p.471). A program of basal 

reading and readers in disguise. 

In its scriptedness, in its presm'bed activities, this program put the children 

and the work of reading out ofplay with one another. It removed the to and fio, the 

losing and finding, the movement within the reading event It silenced the reading 

events allowing them nothing to say about the pathways of their journeys, how the 

text could be and is to be read, about what the right pathways to folIow would be in 

this reading. There was not room for stories to penetrate deepIy, to engage 

profoundly, to be an electric, potentialized field of experience. Reader Response 

was reduced to a technique, to the appIication of techid knowledge. First this, 

then this, color in, fill in, say this, say that, done. In its scriptedness and its 

presm'bedness, in its application this program ofReader Respollse repIaced an 

opportunity for children and teachers to come together in 'Ioving the good'. (Lee, 

1998) There was a bridge missing between my understandhg of reading of the 

work and responsibflity ofreading, of the joy and angst of reading, and what I was 

witness to as a program of reading 



Upon compIetion of this comey upon the completion ofmy leave of absence 

f?om teaching, the journey of my career todc me to a new school and a new w e .  It 

was a move I had appIied for, one that 1 activeIy sought, the locale causing some 

hesitation, but a grade I was excited to be teaching. I had arrived in a grade two 

classroom, 

The 'Grade Two' Room 

I had hesitations surrounding this new job. I was confident in my ability to 

teach, in my ability to create a learning space to house a fiuniy of learners. I was 

not confident in my ability to 'fit inT with my new found staffmembers. A staff 

whom I was told in the interview had been together for an extended period of time. 

A staffof many who had been teaching the same grade7 in the same room for many 

years, some in f& since the school had opened, a staffwho I was informed had 

developed 'cliques'. 1 debated and wondered the wisdom of accepting this position 

but was won over by the excitement, by the opportunity to dwell together, once 

again, with children and books. I was won over by the excitement of dwelling in the 

space of teaching 

Upon arriving in this new house and this 'grade two room' 1 eagerly began 

to unpack my boxes, to sort and sift, ponder and decide what might go where, what 

I needed to bid this group of students weicome, what I needed to do to make myself 



welcome. Along with unpacking my own boxes 1 soon discovered that others had 

arrived, had come dong with this 'grade two room'. This 'grade two room', this 

space had boxes of its own in closets, attics, and basements. It had boxes full of 

histories and traditions that I was not familiar with, Boxes of histories and traditions 

I was not familiar with in the roIe of teacher but ones that again echoed experiences 

of my own schooling, of schooled reading. 

I began to encounter layers of boxes, layers of questions, of expectations, of 

agendas. I encountered boxes of a reading series waiting expectantly to be 

unpacked and used as a 'program'. When it was discovered that I was not 

intending to use the series as a program the questioning began. If I was not basing 

my language arts program, my reading program around these materials, what then 

was I going to use? My responsebooks were what I had planned on using My 

response began to generate questions of my o w n  Where was the bookcase for the 

classroom? There wasn't one. Was there any cIassroom library materials? No. Were 

there multiple copies of texts I could bring into my class~oorn? No. What reading 

matems were available for classroom use? The reading series. 

I also began to encounter questions as to how I was going to teach the 

chicken the 'sldlls' they needed to 'decode', what phonics program was I going to 

use? I was handed a binder bursting with worksheet pages on vowels, bIends, 



digraphs- and sentence structure. Pages I was expected to put into booklets so the 

children could learn phonics. Pages I refused to use. 

In moving into this house of Ieaming I found myseff in the midst of questions 

of reading I was ill at ease, I was out of place. I was unsettled and uncomfortable 

with the kind of teaching and reading that was being promoted, that was expected 

by the other members of this house of learning. There was an open gulf, a chasm 

between myself and the other members of this house. There was no bridge and no 

materials with which to buiid one. We stood opposite one another without 

understanding language, history, or a shared sense of community. 

My position within the world shifted. No longer was I living where I felt I 

belonged. I encountered a world and tradition of reading in which I could not 

participate. When I rejected this tradition of reading, when I refbed to teach in the 

expected manner, when this tradition of reading and I could not live together, we 

both became more evident. Like the 'Community of Readers' program I had 

witnessed this tradition of reading appeared strange and in its appearance it 

reflected my boundaries, my prejudices, and myself [n its appearance this tradition 

of reading, dong with the experience of the %ornmunity of Readers' program, 

enabled seff-understanding. "SeIf-understanding dways occurs through 

understanding something other than the seK" (Gadamer, 1989, p.97) These 



traditions read back to me a version of mysee a version of myself for whom these 

traditions would not do. 

These experiences stand out against the background life of teaching and 

learning that I have found myself in They stand out against the everydayness of 

being. Yet they too are everyday. They are not isolated experiences of mine. They 

are not moments of only my experience but are moments of the everyday. They are 

of the world. They are unavoidably deeply connected to me, but they are not about 

me, they are about that ofwhich I have experienced. They are of the worlds of 

reading and teaching. Their difficulties and troubles are part of the difficulties and 

troubles of the world of teaching and reading. 

These moments, these events, of struggle and difficulty in the world of 

teaching are moments of teaching. They are moments when our relationships to 

children, reading, and teaching are iIIuminated. They are moments when we 

question what it means to teach, what it means to read, and what it means to live 

welI within this place. They are moments of a "haunted and generative space, firli of 

tales told to anyone who wiIL listen." (Jardine, 1994, p. 17) They are eventfirl 

moments that may speak to those who will listen, that may speak to those who 

teach They are eventfbl moments of tales told of teaching and reading 

In trying to understand the meaningfbhess of my encounters with these 

traditions of reading I am tryhg to understand both the tmcW011~ and myseK 



Trying to understand the traditions that I am living out as a subject of the world, as 

a public seK Tryiag to understand my way around the place of reading. The quest 

to h o w  my way around and with the places of reading and teaching, to know 

myselfas a reader, parent and teacher has brought me to the question of reading and 

response. 

Reader Response 

In understanding the traditions of reading that I had inherited and that 1 was 

living our, and those that I could not live well with, those I rejected I came to reader 

response. The events of reading shared helped me to come to understand Reader 

Response theory as the Wition, which shaped my understanding, my interpretation 

of those events. Reader Response theory made those interpretations possible and 

bounded them. In order to undentand these events more illy, I needed to 

understand the tradition of Reader Response more MIy. I needed to inquire into the 

tradition, to engage in conversation with i& to reflect upon what it reveals and what 

it conceaIs. 

Reader Response theory is itseff part of a larger tradition of understanding 

reading, a Widon that is amidst others of understanding of teaching and of 

authority- Reader Response theory emerged as a reaction to the tradition of New 

Criticism. New Criticism is a theoty of Iiterary criticism, which posits that the 



m e a n i n ~ e s s  of reading resides solely within the text. The text is a solid, 

detemnhate9 complete object The text was considered to be an object in and of 

itself, cc~eIf~ontained and autonomous" (Dias & Hayhoe, 1988, p. 5). Meaning was 

implanted within a text by the author and accessible through the application of 

correct procedure, of correct technique. Expert readers, those who had mastered the 

techniques and procedures, could lead novice or initiate readers to that meaning 

through the use of the correct methods, of the correct tools. The text held the 

ultimate authority, an authority stable over time9 an authority independent of who 

was its reader- 

In the teachings of New Criticism, developing an understanding of a text 

took place within the presence of a teacher who was a mode1 and mediator. "If it is 

beIieved that meaning resides largely or even entirely within the text, it follows that 

pupils can be taught how to get at meaning by carefir1 or close reading." (Dias & 

Hayhoe, 1988, p. 6) The teacher is in charge, is conducting the reading of the text 

and its meaning is docked through the teacher's questioning Questions that direct 

the inquiry and its point of arrival. 

Readers, in e f f i  wi-lI have arrived without really having traveled, 
as Barnes (1976) puts that is, without having observed and 
inspected the sites atong the way and without having been Led astray 
by ambiguous signs, intriguing side-trips and firustra~g dead-ends, 
(Dias & Hayhoe, 1988, p. 7) 



Responding to the dominance of New Criticism and its view of the text as an 

entity of its own right literary criticism began to consider the role of the reader, and 

in the consideration of the role ofthe reader Iiterary criticism moved towards 

Reader Response. Literary criticism began to consider that the "literary work is 

much more than an object that exists in and of itself: much more than the creation 

of the literary it is also the product of an act of reading and of readers*" @ias 

& Hayhoe, 1988, p. 15) 

Louise Rosenblatt's work focussed on the active role of the reader in the 

%ansactional" evocation of meaning. In her theory of reading the reader was in a 

'h;lnsactionaf7 relationship with the text, a relationship in which there is a ongoing 

cognizance of the text In Rosenblatt's theory of "aesthetic reading" the act of 

reading is a transaction between reader and text, a transaction leading to the 

evocation of the "poem? She wrote, rhe  reader's creation of a poem out of a text 

must be an active, sewrordering and selfcorrective process." (Rosenblag 1978, p. 

11) 

Louise Rosenblatt's work drew the attention of literary theorists to the active 

and particular reader. A particular reader engaging with a particular text at a 

particular time. 

The poem, then, must be thought of as an event in the. It is not an 
object or an ideal entity- It happens drning a coming-together. a 
cornpenetration, ofa reader and a text. The reader brings to the tad 



his past experience and present personality. Under the magnetism of 
the ordered symbols of a text, he marshals his resources and 
crystallizes out fkom the StuEofmemory, thoughf and feeIing a new 
order, a new experience, which he sees as the poem This becomes 
part of the ongoing meam of his We experience, to be reff ected on 
f?om any angle important to him as a human being (Rosenblatt., 
1978, p. 12) 

Her theory allows that with each reading a different "poem" may be evoked, 

to change any element in the reading may spark the creation of a new "poem." 

With a theory of "transactional readingn Rosenblatt's work acknowledges the 

creation of the "poem: acknowiedges the creative aspect of meaning, and 

acknowledges the powerhi affect of reading. Reading has the potential to 

poweflly affect the reader. 

[n encountering Louise Rosenblatt's work and theory of reading I was 

hailed by its fmdiarky. 1 responded to it with the joy of recognition. I responded to 

the tnrth in this undemanding of reading as something which I had dready known 

but known in a pre-verbal way. Together with the phiiosophicaI hermeneutics of 

Hans-Georg Gadamer, (Gadamer, 1 989, Weinsheimer, 1 986) RosenbIatt 's work 

gave me a language and theory in which I could begin to articuiate my own 

As with Louise Rosenblatt's transactionaI theory of reading, the 

philosophical hermeneutics of HatMkorg Gadarner denies the understanding of 

tire text as having a single, fixed, certain interpretation of meaning Gadamer holds 



that texts are multiple in meaning that CCrneanings represent a ff uid multiplicity of 

possiiiIitiesn (Gadamer, 1989, p. 268), that the author's interpretation is a first 

interpretation whose meaning is surpassed in the texts presentation. The text 

reaches presentation through the reader. The reader in and of herself is not the 

subject of the reading; the text reaches its presentation through the reader. 

(Gadamer, 1989, p. 103) In its re-presentation the text experiences "an increase in 

being." (Gadamer, 1989, p. 140) The text is fke to enter into new relationships, to 

enter into new re-presentations. Its meaning arises in the instance of the play, in 

the to and f5o movement between itseIf and reader, in the perfionnative event of 

reading- 

We can approach a text as a human voice out of the past, a voice that 
asks to be heard and that requests a response. Approached in this 
manner, a text is not an object, but is rather a work The text's 
suspension fiom the worId can be removed, returning the text to a 
living communication. The words of the text are now no Longer 
considered as simpiy logical entities, but the word is dive, is 
concrete, is sensual. The text does not speak by itsee it is not a 
static, conceptud thing an atempod essence. The text is a being 
that redizes its power as an oral happening in time. (SardeIIo, 1975, 
p- 277) 

Reading Gadamerrs and Rosenblan's work and understanding their 

positions within the larger traditions ofreading theory and understanding gave me 

a way to begin to interpret my own experiences and questions regarding reading. 

They gave me a way into mderstanding some of the history that was being played 



out in my experiences, particuIarIy my teaching experiences. I began to understand 

more M y  my position in the teaching ofreading and the way in which I had been 

positioned. I began to understand my dissatisfaction with the %omunity of 

Readersy program I had witnessed and my dissatisf'i-on and rejection o f  the 

tradition incumbent in teaching based upon a reading series. 

In both Rosenblatt's and Gadamer's work I saw an image of myse& I 

encountered a reading of myself as a teacher. I encountered the 'text' of a work 

that I read, and in reading I found myself read back in a new way. In the presence 

of the 'text' of both Rosenblatt's and Gadamer's work 1 encountered se* 

understanding. I began to understand the worIds of teaching and reading and my 

place within those worlds. In understanding the reading events of parenting and 

teaching I became more l l l y  aware of myself. 

As a reader, parent and teacher I have known readings that have penetrated 

deeply, readings that have embedded themseives within, readings that have been 

"Iived-through" events evoking "poems" (Rosenblatt, 1978). I have known 

readings that have taken place in a magical temporality; a "secondary world" 

(Tokein, I964), readings that have been events taking place in the Wrtdr, (Tser, 

1978) space between reader and text I have known readings in which wandering 

within their terrain has dowed readers to come to know themselves, their world, 

and the text in new ways. I have known the power of readings in which the 



readers, the text, and the reading conceived something greater than each was 

before. I have known the power ofreadings that created a space in which to 

practice obedience to truth (Palmer, 1996, p. xii). 

Understanding in reading and teaching comes not from applying methods, 

not fiom blindIy following the ways 'it has always been done', but arises out of the 

eventfbhess of understanding. Our knowing, our theories arise out ofeventfbl 

encounters with texts, with others, with something in the world. Our 

understandings, our theories are worked out, meed out and are played out in the 

world. Played out in a world in which we give ourselve over to our theories. We 

become MIy present with our knowing, our methods, our theories. A being present 

that is a "self-forgetfidness.. . arising fiom devoting one's r l I  attention to the 

matter at handn (Gsldamer, 1989, p. 126). 

The ability to act theoreticdly is defined by the fact that in attending 
to something one is able to forget one's own purposes. But theoria is 
not to be conceived primariIy as a subjective conduct, as a sel' 
determination of the subject, but in terms of what it is contemplating. 
Theoria is a true participation, not something active but something 
passive (pathos), namefy being totdy invoIved in and carried away 
by what one sees. (Gadamer, 1989, pp. (24-125) 

Understanding in reading and teaching comes from "being totally involved 

in and b e d  away by" (Gadamer, 189, p. 125) the very acts of  teaching and 

reading "As a movement of--on and its interpretation, undemtanding has the 



character of a process that one participates in rather than something constructedn 

(Risser, 1997, p. 7). Our theories of teaching and reading &se fkom giving oneself 

over to the space in which one practices an obedience to truth. (Palmer, 1993, p. 

69) Our knowledge, our interpretations, our theories are strengthened by our 

partikipation in an understanding that is like a "fenval" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 124). 

An understanding that exists by being played out and over again, that in each 

playing it experiences an "increase in beingn (Gadamer, 1989, p. 140), that in each 

playing it is not "one and the same thing it exists by being always something 

d ifferen~" (Gadamer, I 989, p. I 24) Our knowledge, our interpretations, our 

theories find their strength not in the findides of saying, "this is itn, "now I 

understand", but in their ability to experience an "increase in being" (Gadamer, 

1989, p. 140), m their generousness and generativity. 

The theories of teaching and reading that house my understandings are 

care-fully bounded and open, are hospitable and weIcoming to new stories, to new 

experiences. In the reading of the tales told by these experiences, my 

understandings, my theories are able to experience an cchcrease in being" 

(Gadamer, 1989, p. i40). The d e s  told are told for what they may generate, for 

what mderstandmgs they may firctfier. They are toId for our theories9 our 

understandings are "... arrived at referentidy and reiationdy rather than (for want 

of a better word) absoiuteiy." (Smith, 1994, p I 19) 



CHAPTER FIVE 

GATHERING AROUND THE GIFT 

Being beholden to a nature of reading that invites 'loving the good' (Lee, 

1998) is the power behind my teaching. It is what compels me to invite the young 

into this place of learning Inviting the young to come and journey with me in this 

place where we may dwell together, this place of reading. Giving the gift of 

reading is the means of my teaching. It is what compels me to 'play' in the 'game' 

of teaching and it makes much of what I do with children possible. It is where I 

belong, where I reside. Reading houses and bounds the space in which I seek to 

teach. ''To teach is to create a space in which obedience to rmth is practiced." 

(Palmer, 1 993, p. 69) 

Creating a learning space in which the gift of reading may be given and 

opened invoIves creating an inner space of heart and mind, a space that is central 

to the spirituality of reading Creating a space in which we can read and be read, a 

space in which to participate in the event of reading, a space to be and become. 

Creating a space that is an opening, a clearing for the work of reading. 

In it's intention, Reader Response sought the creation of a space where 

cMdrenYs voices codd be heard- A p k e  where reader's were to be given a say in 



the conduct of the classroom readings. A chance to voice their responses to a text, 

a chance to voice the meanings in which they have participated. Reader Response 

sought to move the space filled with the authoritative voices of teachers whose 

"role becomes one of serving pupils as a mediator, one whose role is to train pupils 

into a styIe of 'objective' reading." (Dias & Hayhoe, 1988, p. 6) into a space in 

which teachers could dwell with texts and children. Reader Response sought to 

create a space where individual students responses to a text could be elicited, could 

be heard, a space where "poems' could be evoked- 

To study with a teacher who not oniy speaks but listens, who not 
only gxves answers but asks questions and weIcomes insights, who 
provides information and theories that do not close doors but open 
new ones, who encourages students to heIp each other leam-to 
study with such a teacher is to know the power of a learning space- 
(Palmer, 1993, p. 70) 

To know the power ofa learning space is to know the power of a space that 

invites presenting and opening the g& of reading. Parker J. Palmer ( 1  993) writes 

of three essential dimensions of a learning space: openness, boundaries, and an 

air of hospitality. 

O~tnness 

One of the essential dimensions of a Ieaming space is openness. A space 

which is open is one in which the impediments to iearning that clutter our 



classrooms and our consciousness have been removed. A space which is open 

d s t s  the tendency to fill it, to pack it fW ofactivity- Courage is needed to keep 

a space open, to venture in an open space where not knowing is a call to 

adventure. "Here lies the fshation of an adventure. it removes the conditions 

and obligations of everyday Iife. It ventures out into the uncertain." (Gadamer, 

As teachers we have many demands on our time. We have much to do and 

say. We have days fiiIed with daypIans, timetables, meetings, reporting 

procedures, and curriculum. The more we do, the more we say, the more we fiI1- 

in the space, the less understandable our curricdum becomes, the less able our 

students are to enter into a relationship with the very curriculum we are 

endeavoring to teach. 

I have known ciassrooms where the days were so packed with reading 

activities that the children never had the time to actuaiIy engage with texts. They 

were so busy 'theming' that they never actually read. Their reading times were 

cluttered with activityy med with labeling, cutting, coloring, pasting, practicing 

de-coding and re-coding language. 

Wit (reading) were a decoding then it wodd mean that the reader 
already has the key. Meaing a text, then, would be at best simpIy the 
re-coding ofwhat the reader already knows. He has the key to the 
code. AN that is necessary is to match the key with the garbIed 
messageen (Sardello, 1975, p. 274) 



In this cIassroom there was no dme for the children, teacher and books to 

dwell with each other. They were so busy covering the reading c~r~?*cuIum 

through the daily activities that there was no time to uncover the work of reading. 

The daiIy activities had taken away 5orn the real 'hard work' of reading, fiom the 

joy and the angst, fiom the losmg and finding, &om the to and fio, fiom the three 

thousand sweating horses behind every jewel. (Hirshfield, 1997, p. 43) There was 

no time to dwell in a learning space, no time to lose oneselt to be outside oneself 

to be "wholly with something eke." (Gadamer, 1989, p. 126) No open space in 

which to meet, to be, and to dwell wholIy with reading. 

Boundaries 

Spaces have edges, parameters, fences, limits, boundaries. A clearing, an 

open space is precisely that because it is bounded. 

-It is not a question of subsequently finding an external setting for a 
work that is complete in itself but of obeying the space-creating 
potentiality of the work itsell: which had to adapt to what is given as 
wen as to create its own conditions." (Gadamer, L 989, p. 157) 

The openness of a space is both created by its boundaries and by what the 

work demands of it. In a reaming space that houses the gat of reading its 

boundaries are defined and defended with care, with care-fidl consideration- In a 

reading space whose boundaries are defined and defended with care not just any 



response to text will do. I wonder ... I predict ... If1 were the author I would..- I 

like... , color in the response graph, read aloud your 'work' to the others, repeat 

after me Thank you for sharing", next, is not a caremy bounded space, not a 

space bounded by and defended with care- An open learning space bounded with 

balance and care invites and supports the hard work, the difficulties ofreading. 

"To deeply understand the world that the child is entering and then invite 

that child to enter" (Jardine, 1994, p. 21) requires an environment of hospitality. 

An environment of hospitality is more meaningfuI than just being pleasant and 

amiable, more than sunshiny smiles and everything is wonderfbl demeanors, more 

than just making a cIassroom a nice place to be. On hospitality Parker J. Palmer 

(1993) writes 

this may suggest a classroom lacking in essential rigor, a place in 
which questions of true and fdse, right and wrong, are subordinated 
to making sure that everyone "bas a nice day". But that wouId be a 
Mse understanding of hospitality. Hospitality is not an end in itself. 
It is offered for the sake of what it can allow, pennit, encourage, and 
yield. A Ieaming space needs to be hospitable not to make the 
[earning painless but to make the painfX things possible. (p. 74) 

HospitaIity aiIows a participation m the events of reading it allows for the 

children, teacher and text to be brought llIy into the play, to acknowledge and 



work in the midst of things. It allows for players to participate in the eventfhhess 

of reading, in the tmnsfiomtion the generation of understanding occasions. It 

allows becoming one who knows and is known. (Palmer, 1993) 

The play of  reading and what we may become in its presence does not 

abandon the roie of the teacher, but allows us to take it up more Wiy, in a way that 

responsibly meets the young and the world. We do not abandon our students to 

their own devices, their own concerns, nor do we abandon the concerns of 

curriculum and our accountability for assessment. We do not abandon the demands 

for eliciting good work fiom our students and ourselves. 

The learning space we endeavor to create in schools must be both ethical 

and accountable. Our students, cunicuIum, and ourselves must live in an 

interrelated, interweaving nest of relations. This nest of educational relations is 

itself responsibIe to the world. The space for reading and response we create in 

schwis is not one m which anything goes, not one in which any response will do. 

We do not want our students to wander the terrain of reading aidessly. We want 

to lead them somewhere to something. For them to journey tbrth in an adventure 

and return d8erentIy- We want our students and ourseives to experience an 

&increase in being-" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 140) W e  want the spaces in our schoofs 

to be profoundly responsible to education. 



Education is the point at which we decide whether we Iove the world 
enough to assume responsibility for it and by the same token save it 
fkom the ruin which, except for the renew& except for the coming of 
the new and the young, would be inevitabIe. And education, too, is 
where we decide whether we Iove our children enough not to expel 
them fiom our world, and leave them to their own devices, nor strike 
tiom their hands their c h c e  of undertaking something new, 
something unforeseen by us, but to prepare them in advance for the 
task of renewing a common world. (Arendt, I969, p. 1 96) 

A Community of Readers Re-visited 

Reader Response theory's uncovering of the necessary participation of the 

reader in the production of meaning revealed an understanding of our students and 

ourselves as readers, revealed an "increase in being" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 140) in 

our understanding of reading. But in that uncovering, in that event of uletherb, 

what was covered up? What was forgotten? What was concealed? 

In doing 'Community of Readers', in the encouragement and the creation of 

the i think.. . I wonder.. . I predict.. . space of reading, response is playing out 

subjectively into my response, your response, thek response and readers tlnd no 

need to truly meet texts or to engage in conversations of understanding with others. 

Each response stands alone, isorated fkom the others, its understandings and claims 

to truth not at risk, not at play. Our responses in hotation are dowed to become 

=If-identicd, no longer signwg mything beyond tIiemselves. In the nature of 



their personal responses students find themselves only in themselves and not in a 

world fjIIed with others. Claims to truth are not taken up, not played out. The 

multipIicity of a text is dispersed into the multiplicity of its readers. And in its 

dispersal it violates already real, existing and vital interconnections. The threads of 

understanding become pulled fiom the web. Thank you for sharing. Next. The 

sometimes, the often 'hard work', the painfUl struggle of understanding dissipates. 

What the chfidrea, teacher and the text may become in dwelling together, how they 

could experience an "increase in being" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 140) is lost in 

individualism. The children, teacher and text no longer dwell in the play ground of 

reading. 

In the privileging of personal response have we deIved into the belief that 

the work of reading can become painIess, or that making our students fed good, 

Thank you for sharing", is a sign of success? Have we silenced or trividized the 

generativity and tnmfiormation of meaning that the arrival of the children 

portends? Can the I think.. . I wonder.. . I predict.. . version of response be re- 

invigorated, re-edivened, re-generated by the children encountering this world of 

reading? Is it an understanding of reading that is generous and open to the arrival 

of the young, the arrival of the children? Or in the priviIeging of any response have 

we abandoned the chiIdren and our own responsibiIities as teachers? "Such 

examples require us to own up to the ways in which [Wer response1 and child- 



centered pedagogy is continuafly and irremediably shadowed by the possibility of 

A child-centered curriculum underlying the practice of reader response does 

not mean that we abandon our responsibaity to the children and to the world of 

reading. W e  are still responsible to nurture, encourage, and prompt diverse, rich, 

thoughtftl, and responsible responses. We are stiIl responsible to expect good work 

@om our students and fiom ourseives, 

In the [reader response] classroom, the question of better or worse 
ways to Iive (in language), the question of better or worse 
interpretations of a text, must be able to be raised. We need to admit 
that we can still recognize and that we do still value deep, rich, 
sensitive, carefit4 thoughtfb1, and provocative readings ofa text, 
(FieId & Jardine, 1994, p. 26 I ) 

Frederick 

An aZong the meadaw where the cows w e d  and the horses ran, there war 

mt old stone wuII. in that wa[& not f m m  the barn rmd the ~~, a 

chany fmib offield mice had their home. (Lionni, I 973) 

Richard: Are mice helpll to peopIe sometimes? 
Emma: My grandma had a mouse in her cottage and it bit her couch. 
Me: 1 don't think mice are very heIpM to people. 
Shae But they're helpfbf to other mouses. 
Richard: Their hefpfX to owls because owls eat them, so do hawks, so do coyotes, 
and so do the There is a cougar out in the country and I saw his tracks at 
Gtarnma's and M&oYs. 



As this reading begins questions and comments arise fiom the readers. They 

reach towards the text relating it to their own experiences* to situations they have 

encountered, to their own understandings of relationships. Their questions, their 

comments, their initial responses to the story may or may not be taken up by the 

others. There is potential in their responses for connections between the text and 

the communal readers. Their tentative reaches, their initial forays into the world of 

this text are presented and accepted. They are welcome to speak of their 

experiences, of their initial understandings. A connection is being established 

between the readers and the text, 

'*Close yow eyes, '' said Frederick as he clinbed on u big stone. **Nw I 

sendyou the rays of the slm Do youfeel how their golden glow... " Andas 

Frederick spoke of the sun thefour little mice began to feel wanner. Was it 

Frederick 's voice? W a  it ntagic? '2nd how about the colors, Frederick? '" 

they asked umibtlsly.. '%lose your eyes agar-n, " Frederick said And when 

he told them of the blue periwinkles? the redpoppies in the yellow wheat, 

mrd the green leaves of the beny bush. they saw the colors as clear& as if 

they h d  been painted rir their miit&. (Lionni, 1 973) 

Me: When he says to cIose their eyes and he tells them about the sun and the 
golden glow and they wonder, it says "Was it Frederick's voice? Wa it magrc? 
Richard: because it Iooks like the sun (points to the yeffow shadings on the 
iIlustmtions of the rocks) and they can &eeI a IittIe warmer. 



Max They am feef a little warmer just by someone taking to them and Iove is 
warm. 
Me: Do you think Frederick is sending them a little Iove too when he is talking? 
Max: Urn hum. And then he reminds them of the colors. 
Richard: And then he tells them poetry too. 

'2nd the wordsv Frederick? " Frederick cleared his throatv waired a 

rnonrenf and then, us ffiorn a stnge, he sdd: 

"W?io scatters snawfrakes? m o  melts the ice? 
Who spoils the weather? Who makes it nice? 
Who grows the four-1eiafcIovers in Jme? 
W;ho dims the claylight? Who lights the moon? 

Four little field mice who live in the sky. 
Four little field mice ... like you and l. 

One is the Springmouse who naris on the showers. 
men comes the Simmer who pcn'n~ in the flowetss. 
The FaIImouse is next w*th walnuts and wheat, 
And winter is [art... with little coldfeet. 

Aren I we lucky the seasons mefour? 
Tikink of a year with one less ... or one more!" (Lionni, 1973) 

Max: Which is the words he gathered. 
Emma- The mice didn't think Frederick could do this but then they remember him 
saying that he did work really. 
Max: He was a working mouse. 
Richard: Because when they don't have anything to do Frederick can tell them 
about the colors and remind them about the colors, and about the sun to make them 
feef w m .  The Iove is warm, the love in the words- 

As Frederick has gathered the sun rayst the colors, and the words so too 

have the cmdren gathered. They have gathered around the text, and around each 

other's responses. Their responses no longer stand as isoIated, individual responses 



but have begun to be formed and shaped by the participation ofthe others. They 

have been brought into conversations with the voices of the text and the others, 

They have begun to respond as a communityty Their responses become 

interco~ected and interdependent They are weaving a web of understanding. 

m e n  Frederick hadfinished they all appIuuded ""But Frederick, " they 

"you me a poet!" Frederick blwhed took a bow, andsaid shyly, ' I  

know it. " (Lionni, 1 973) 

Max: This book isn't just about mice. It is about people and how maybe you can 
be heIpfkI in a different way. 
Me: I agree with you. I think Leo Lionni is trying to teII us something about 
people. There are peopIe who are great cooks, people who are great at fixing 
things, telIing stories, artists, 
Emma: That is why I coIor all the time so that I can be a good artist when I grow 
4'- 
Max: I want to be a paleontologist 
Richard: I want to be an MIL hockey player. 
Shae: I want to be an too. 
Me: Everyone here is good at different things and we are dl an important part of 
our community and I think that is what the mice find out about Frederick. 

We have collapsed into our independent offerings. I have unwimhgly 

sparked that co1Iapse. It has happened "over and above [my] wanting and willing" 

(Gadamer, 1989, p. xviii). It has happened as I have tried to read Max's comment 

about the nature of this story, a story not just about mice but about people, a story 

about commtm@- The chddren offer up their hopes for their future careers, their 

wishes for when they are aII grown-up. In their offerings are hsights into their 



individual dreams, talents, and desires. They are honest offerings ofthemselves. 1 

accept their offerings with what I hope is dignity, achowledging that I know they 

all have different taients. I try to re-visif to hearken back to the world that housed 

our communal responses but the magic has been suspended and we are unable to 

retun. The world that was familiar now seems strange. 

In reading Frederick we have been able to step in and out of conversations 

supporting the development of communal understanding. There have been 

moments that flowed and gathered us together as a community. Moments when we 

have explored together, not isolated individuals, but as a community. There have 

also been moments when we have dropped out ofthe communal world and back 

into our own subjectivities. Moments of Y want to be a*. . ". The chiIdren whose 

voices resonate here are all fiiends. They know each other, they have been 

sometime classmates, and they piay together. They also know me. They know me 

as 'Richard's mom'. In our knowing we form one kind of community, a 

community of Eends. In our readings there are moments when we have fonned 

another community, a community of readers. A community of readers exploring 

the t e d  terrain of response together. But good intentions, good books, and good 

Eends could onfy carry us so fiu. We lacked a history, the history of time as a 

community of readers. 



I was not their teacher, they were in pairs in two separate classrooms, aside 

fiom our expIoration of Frederick (as well as two other stories) we did not come 

together to read, we had not had and would not have the time to establish a 

learning space. We had not had the time to dwell, to learn our ways, to turn and re- 

turn to textual worlds. We had not had the time to dwelI together with texts, 

dwelling to dlow for the emergence of a rich context of familiarity. We had not 

had the time to spin a richly interconnected and interdependent web. The web of 

our good intentions, good books, and good fiends codd only support so much. 

Sadako and the Thousand Pamr Cranes 

The book I hold in my hands is a promise, a shared promise with the 

children who have gathered here with me. It is a promise not spoken but one which 

is embodied. It is a promise brought fonvard by our gathering together. It is a 

promise that emanates fiom other readin~eadings that have been alive, that 

have played a part in spinning the web in which we find o d v e s .  

The children and I k v e  a shared history. We have gathered in the presence 

oftexts worthy of contempIation, exploration, and conversation before. We have 

had time and occasion to wander dong the tenah of texts- W e  have had time and 

occasion to Ieam ourways9 time and occasion to turn and re-tum to the worIds 

offered in reading Together we have played in the grounds of reading 



We gather together again to go journeying* We gather together willing to 

lose ourselves, to give ourseIves over wholly to what may occur in this reading. 

We gather together in a place energized by the possibilities of exploration- 

explorations of self, others, text, and world. "Hermeneutic pedago gy... requires a 

giving of one-selfover to conversation with young people and budding a common 

shared reality in a spirit of self-forge~ess, a forgeWess which is also a form 

of finding oneself in relation to others." (Smith, i 99 I, p. 198) Somewhere there 

will be an opening, a portal through which we may cross the bridge to a world 

where we may be and become together. We gather together to read Sadako and the 

Thousand Pamr Cranes, 

Z%e &passed too quickly, us it ahvays did The best pmt, 5halzh 

thought, was looking at all the things to buy and smeIling the good food 

... Die worst part war seerig people with ugly whitish scms. The atom 

60mb hcrd bunzed them so 6ady that they no longer looked human... 

Ejrcientent grew as the sun went down. men the Iast AflnIing 

displiay offirework5 fdedfiom the sRy, the crowdcmedpaper lantern to 

the bunk ofhe Okta River. 

&k. Sauuh' cmefirny [lit cmrdls M'de of sir ianterns+nefor each 

member of hejifrnIyIy me lantern carried the names of reIa&es who had 



died becme of the k d w b o l t  Dhe atom bomb]. Sudab had wn'tten Oba 

chm 's name on the side of her lantern Wien the c d e s  were Bmr'ng 

6n'ghttly, the lanterns were imcnched on the Ohta River. l%ey/ruated out to 

sea Iike a swarm offireflies against the rkak water. (Coerr, 1977, pp. 18- 

Curtis: I am thinking about what's the party like. Does it have fireworks or is it 
like a herd? I mean which kind ofthing is it? A party or ... 
Me: You can have hera Is  that are a ceIebration. I mean they are a celebration of 
people's Lives too. 
Curtis: I know, I know. Yeah it. .. 
Emily: Celebrations of memory. 

Curtis is trying to make sense ofthe traditional celebration of Peace Day. 

The manner of its celebrating is discordant with his understanding of  traditions 

surrounding death, and those surrounding celebrations. He expresses his 

confusion, the text has evoked a question. In his expression of wondering he opens 

a conversation, he invites the other readers to help him make sense of a textual 

occasion. I respond to his questioning, aying to link emerging understandings, 

trying to link traditions. It is Emily who captures a sense of our understandings, 

and in captwing she has captivated us aII. 

"Celebrations of memory." W e  breathe it in. W e  let it wash over, m and 

through us. Our bodies become stiII. We are at peace. In the ensuing silence, 

together we dwell. 



How profoundIy, how deeply Emily has responded to Curtis' query. 

Together we have been abIe to make sense of something presented by the t e a  

something that exists in the world. We have gathered around the text and explored 

its tenah and how it speaks to the terrain of the world. We have become 

something different, something more than we could be done. We have come to an 

understanding of traditional rites of passing We have come to an understanding of 

memory. 

Memory allows us to enter dialogue with other beings who are 
distant in time and space. As our memory deepens and expands, our 
network of fkce-to-face relationships grows richer, more complex 
We can call upon memory to introduce third parties, and more, to the 
present conversation, to invoke voices too distant in time or space to 
speak easily for themselves. (Paher, 1993, p. 103) 

I remember this moment. I remember the feel of the hard floor we sat upon, 

I remember the way the air stilled, the way our bodies stilled when Emily spoke. 1 

remember this moment It has inscnid me. The eventfulness of this moment has 

emched my understanding of the profimdities of meaning created in dialogue. 

All winter 5izhko bied to firprove her Mming speed To qtaitfi for 

the ruchg t e a  in junior high she would have to practice every dq. 

Someft'mes q&ta Iong run the dkzheess retamed Sdtb &c&d nor to 

tefl herfantiry about i~ 



She hied to convince herserfthat it nemt nothing, f k t  the dizziness 

would go away. But it didit % It got worse. Fn'ghkned Sdhh carried the 

secret t m . e  of her. She didn 't even tell Chinko, her bestfirend (Coerr, 

Me: What's going on with why she is dizzy and why after long runs she feels diny 
and she wants it to go away and it doesn't? It's getting worse and she is gening 
scared but she is not teIIing anyone about it 
Curtis: Oh! Because it's the atom bomb, it's getting to her. 
Emily & Ken: Oh, yeah. 
Me: So you think that is what is happening here? Do you think Sadako is starting to 
get sick? 
MI: Yes. 
Me: And why is she fightened? Why is she keeping it a secret? 
Curtis: Because.. . 
Emily: Her parents. .. 
Curtis: She wants to win the race. 
Emily: lf she tells someone.. . 
C d s :  If she runs a long, a long ... 
Emily: she might not go. 
C h s :  a Long time again she'll get red dizzy. Where if she exercises her body will 
be using up more energy. Her body only has so much energy. 
EmiIy: And if she uses so much running she won't have enough Iefi over for the 
getting sick. 
Curtis: Yeah, because her body needs more energy so she can try not to get 
sick. 
Ken: Yeah, like when you get a cold you are supposed to stay in bed. 

As a participating teacher at this point in the text I was compelIed to draw 

the children into conversation surrounding Sadako7s signs of illness. This was an 

important juncture m our journey with the text as it is the initial foray into 

Sadako's Iife b e g i ~ h g  to change. The text shares with us the images of fear, of 



secrecy surrounding Sadako's condition. I fed it is important for the readers to 

capture an understanding of what these related events are Ieading to. My voice 

inflection signals 'teacher mode'. There is something c d e d  forth by the text that I 

want the children to pay attention to, to explore and they recognize this. I am 

questioning to open up our understandings of textual. events. The children are 

forming '%ircuitsW (Rosenblatt, 1978, p. 14) of understanding, each sparking off of 

the other, each furthered by virtue of the presence of the others. 

Ken: My neighbor had leukemia and he died. And we, when I was two and my 
brother was four, we used to climb the tree, well, I used to stay on the ground and 
j m p  up and see i f1 could see my neighbor. And then ... he was my favorite 
neighbor fkiend but then he died. 

Ken has turned the conversation from a general understanding of illness and 

the way our bodies hction to try to fight to stay healthy towards the sharing of a 

personal experience. His experience is shared and accepted by the others. The text 

and the ensuing conversation has contributed to Ken's understanding and his 

ability to connect his own experiences with the other, the other textual experience. 

His response surrounds the point of terminaI ihess, the hurt and abandonment still 

echoing in his voice as he relates his experience. 

... Three other doctors conre in to I'ook at S e .  One of them shook his 

head and gent& saoked her h ' r ,  



By now the rest of Sadako 'k fornib was at the hospitaII Herpatients 

were in the doctor's ofice. Suhh could hem the m ~ n w  of their voices. 

Once her mother cried "Leukemia! But that 'k impossr'bie! " At the sound of 

thatfiightening w o r d S a d h  put her hmdi over her ems. (Can; 1977, p. 

At this point in our reading Ken interrupts the text, he has been called by 

ethical concerns. He questions. 

Ken: Why did the American's drop the bomb on them anyways? 
Curtis: Because it was World War l[I, 
Ken: But why couldn't they just shoot a gun and then it would be ~ v e r ?  
Me: Because it hadn't been. They were shooting guns at each other. There were 
so many people involved-the world was involved which is why it was called 
World War II. The United States wanted to end the war, they had been negotiating 
with Japan to end the war but they interpreted what Japan was saying in 
negotiations as they might continue fighting So they dropped the bomb on 
Hiroshima to end the war- 
EmiIy: Because they thought Japan was still going to be fighting. 
Ken: Yeah, 0-K. but why couldn't Sadako and her family run away at the start of 
the war? 
EmiIy: They didn't know they were going to drop it- 
Curtis: They don't know the atom bomb is going to come fkom the U.SA. because 
they didn't believe the U.S.A. would even do that kind ofthing- 
Emily: Yeah, they just kept doing their stuff because they didn't h o w  the bomb 
was coming. 
Curtis: And 1 am f?om the U.S.A. 
Me: We know what happened because that was in the past But they didn't know 
that the bomb was going to be dropped because that was in their W e e  
Ken: Yeah, but if1 was in Hiroshima I would just run away. 
Me: But where would you go, Ken? 
Ken: 1 would run away to another town. 



Me: But the whole country is at war. It is not just the city ofHiroshima it's the 
entire country of J a m  The bomb not only a f f d  the people in Hiroshima but it 
a f f i  the towns outside of if and the farmer's fields.. . 
Emily Because that's the way bombs.. . 
Ken: AfI the plants too? 
Chris: Ifthey sent a nuclear bomb that would be worse. 
Me: The plants too, because when the bomb dropped it was not just contained in 
one space the radiation spread out like a cloud. It was carried on the winds and by 
the force of the bomb, 
EmiIy: Like ash fiom a volcano. 
Curtis: A nuclear bomb is worse because a nuclear bomb is filled with atoms and it 
just splits them, splits everyone of them and it just blows up. It's an even worse 
expIosion. 
Ken: But how could they? 

The question of why the American's dropped the bomb on Hiroshima is not 

just Ken's question. It is not just personal. It is an ethical question of the world. 

The others hear Ken's question and together they explore their understanding of 

such an incomprehensibIe event Ken's question has made a claim on each member 

of the group. They have answered the call ofhis question and have given 

themseIves over to it They have gathered together around the d i n g  and the 

claim. They are struggling to understand what they know of the past, how it could 

have come to be, and what options they would have had had they been m that same 

To understand it does not mean primarily to reason one's way back 
into the past, but to have a present invoIvement in what is said. It is 
not redy a relationship between persons, between the reader and the 
author (who is perhaps quite unkn~wn)~ but about sharing m what 
t6e text shares with us. ( w e t ,  1989, p. 39 I) 



As readers they have a substantid involvement in what is being said. 

Together they are contniuting to that involvement They respond to and explore 

what Ken has voiced, but the response is communal. They stay with their questions 

and wanderings. They explore them and firrther them in conversation. The 

conversation explores a plurality of issues at once, not a singular, fixed point but 

everything that surrounds h They work with and through their issues, they work 

out their understandings in the presence of the others. 

Sitz&ko saw Kenji for the first &hee He war nine andsmaIf for his age. 

Subko stmed at his thin face and shining dark eyes. 

"Heno! " she said "I'm SanMo. " 

Kenjf enswered in a law, sofi voice. Soon the two were talking like 

oldfiends ... . "I'll die soon I have l~nriiafiorn the bomb. " ... 

Back in her room Su&ko was thoughtficL She tried to imagine what 

it wodd be like to be ill d h a v e  no farnib. Kenji was brave, fhot's all She 

made a big mane out ofher prettiest paper and sent it across the hall to his 

room Perhaps it would bring him IucR 

One d q  Kerji didn 't uppew on the porch. Late that night S i b  

heard the m b f e  of a bed berig rolled down the ban. Nwse Y-go 



came in to tell her that Kenji had dfed Suhb w e d  to the wan and let 

the terns come. (Coerr, 1977, pp. 4345) 

Kevin: The only thing I don't understand is why isn't Sadako and Kenji in a few 
chapters and then in the next one die. Not just in two pages and then he dies- 
Me: Why do you think? 
Emily: Because the author wants to do that, l guess. 
Me: So you are disagreeing with what the author did? 
Ken: Yes. 
Emily: It was fhst that Kenji died. 
Me: Can you do that? 
Ken: No. 
EmiIy: Yes. 
Curtis: He can do that. It is his story he can do anything. 
Me: But you are the reader of the story. Right? WeII, the author is actually a lady. 
So you are the reader of this lady's story. As the reader do you get to decide some 
things? 
EmiIy: No. 
Ken: No. 
Me: Not at all? Nothing? 
Curti-s: You might want to cafI and ten her that in the next book she might be 
writing. 
Me: You might be abIe to do that So Ken can't change what the author wmte but 
can he disagree with it? 
MI: Yes. 
Emily But he can't change the story. 
Me: But he can disagree and question it. Because he is the reader and as the 
reader that is one of the things you get to do. 
EmiIy: UsualIy books have another chapter and then he dies. They tafk about it 
first- 
Me: So you disagree with the way EIeanor Coerr made this happen so kt. She 
introduces Kenji and he dies m the same chapter. 

Our reading community is seeking to understand what the roles ofthe 

author and the reader are and how these are interned. They are exploring their 

understandings around control of the text, mmd who and how textual decisions 



are made. What are their roles as readers? What kind of integrity does the text 

have? They are discussing how the text is presented and making judgements about 

the authorship and the unfolding of the story. 

Emily Maybe she doesn't know what the next chapter is supposed to be called so 
she ody talks about Kenji in one chapter. 
Me: When you write a story do you always know what is going to happen next, or 
exactly what is going to happen at the end of your story? 
Cds: The beginning of the story gives you so many clues about what is going to 
happen. You have it in your brain. 
Me: Do you have the entire story in your brain? 
EmiIy: Sometimes. 
Curtis: No. 
Ken: Not usually. 
Me: Sometimes? 
Curtr-s: You know kind of what is going to happen. Like.. . say at the end of the 
story this kid is going to come back dive or he stays in the ground. You know if he 
is either going to stay in the ground or come back dive. So you kind of  know what 
is maybe going to happen. 
Me: So in some stories you have an idea of how they are going to work out Emily 
made a point too. You said that you write some ofa story-.. 
Emily And then I think about it some more. 
Me: In some of your stories then, you don't always know what is going to happen 
next In thinking about what comes next. .. 
ErniIy: When I think of it dl right away 1 get confused. So I get something and 
write it down and then I have to k v e  and think about it for awhile- Then 
sometimes I write down what is happening and I don't know what is next but then 
I am writing and it just kind of comes out. 
Me: So in some stories one idea makes the next one happen. It is kind of Iike the 
story is writing itseK 

In conversation the students are beginning to explore an understanding of 

how works itseff out in writing how understanding may be forwarded by 

the writing itselE Conversing around an understanding of the conversational 



aspects of writing. Conversation that plays itseIfout in the to and fio movement, in 

the carrying forth of the writing. They have a sense of the hard work involved in 

writing Ofthe " c o ~ i o n " ,  of the "sometimes you know", the losing and finding, 

the "leaving and thinking", of the writing being in control of itself and its 

language. They are beginning to expIore their understanding of the ways language 

works through you, the ways of language, of writing having a life of its own "I am 

writing and it just kind of comes out." 

As their teacher I am dso weaving my authority into these conversations. I 

am telling them, making points. I am pushing, tugging, questioning, and prompting 

the chi1dren towards an understanding, I take their hands and lead them along the 

pathway of this ternin, the pathway of the interconnected worlds of reading and 

"Come with me," I say as I take them along this terrain, mere is 

something important here for you to understand." I am responding to my 

responsibdities as their teacher. I am teaching. 

You cannot withhold yourself ifyou want to foster the birth of something 

new. You cannot stand at the sidelines and watch the game, you must become pan 

of its play. You cannot deny the game your playing, anymore than you can deny it 

the young for "chiIdren embody and keep alive a sense of the play of the world, 

giving voice to the powers of hum= regeneratioan (Smith, 1994, p. 162) You 

c m o t  simpIy "behave plamy" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 102), you must participate 



wholly in the game. In the game of teaching and reading, you must allow yourself 

to be absorbed, to be brought forth to meet reading in such a way that both reading 

and readers are brought into their own. 

&d/ako &aki died on October 25,1955. 

A folded mane club wnr orgmrird rir her honor. Mmbers str'IIplace 

thowanc;ls ofpaper mmes beneath Sad& 's statue on A u p t  &Peace 

Day. They make a wish, too. neir wish is engraved on the base of the 

n i s  ir our oy, 
mts is owpmyer:  
peace in the world. (Coerr, 1977, p. 64) 

Ken: I am happy I read this book because I had never heard about the atom bomb. 
1 feet sad that the United States dropped it anyways. 
Emily: I fee1 there should be no more war because it hurts lots of people. 
Cur's: This book is trying to teach you something, because it has taught me about 
fighting because Sadako was a tighter even though she died she never gave up her 
courage or her hope. So we shouldn't give up our hope either. 
Emily It teaches you that peace is worth fighting for and that kids can do that 
Ken: Kids can because kids can talk about peace and teach other kids that war 
kiIIs so much, 
Me: Peace is our responsibility. 

W e  have gathered around this text and explored its terrain together. It has 

been an exploration rich in depth, and m*ed on its pathways, In our expIorations 

the text has calied to us and cIaimed us as its own, Saciako and the Thousand Pamt 

Cranes is a book we shaII remember and be wont to revisit We have gone 



somewhere and to something together and in our journeying we have gained new 

understandings of ourselves and the worId of which we are a part Our 

explorations have been occasioned by conversations, conversations in which we 

have found existence in new ways. We have experienced an "increase in being" 

(Gadamer. 1989, p. 140). "In the whoteheartedness of concentration, world and 

self begin to cohere. With that state comes an enIar@g: ofwhat may be known, 

what may be felt, what may be done." (HinhfieId, 1997, p. 4) 

In our gathering we have come together around a text worthy of 

contemplation, interpretation, and conversation. Our coming together has been a 

"pulsing [and] potentized field of experience, abIe to move us even in its stillness." 

(Abram, 1996, p. 190) We have come together in an unfolding understanding-a 

focused and integral understanding. We have come together in an understanding 

whose richness, whose sensitivity, whose depth emanates fiorn the fact that it is 

larger than ourseIves. In our gathering together we have participated in an 

exploration of t e d  terrain which has brought together "earth and sky, divinities 

and mortaIsS" (Beyfirs & Spinosa, 1998, p. 7). We have participated in an 

"its particular integrity, one feels extraordinarily in ttme with alI that 
is happening a specid gracef3 ease takes over, and events seem to 
d d  of their own momentuu+alI combining to make the moment 
alI the more centered and more a gifk A reverential sentiment arks ;  



one feels thankfUI or gratefbf for receiving d that is brought out by 
this particular situation." (Dr- & Spinosa, 1998, pp. 7-8) 

In gathering around Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes we have 

received a @+the gi f t  of responsive readings- The memory of this experience is 

one to which I turn and re-turn. it is a memory that calls me to give dignity to what 

children, teachers, and texts may become in learning spaces. It is a memory that in 

Heidegger's terms is a "shining forth". (Dreyfis & Spinosa, 1998, p. 8) It is a gift 

that has been granted. In its granting it calls for a 

pedagogy of grftedness, a pedagogy which is guided by care-fLl 
discernment; i.e. discernment which is attentive to maII signs of big 
things. For us as teachers, this requires a tremendous maturity, which 
impiies an authentic freedom on our part to watch over children in a 
way that is faithfirI to the Ml possbICities which are at work in 
children's Iives. (Smith, 1 994, p. 20 1) 



CHAPTER SIX 

DWEUING WITTI THE GIFT 

Catch only what you've thrown yours el^ all is 
mere sHI and IittIe gain; 
but when you're suddenly the catcher ofa ball 
thrown by an eternal partner 
with accurate and measured swing 
towards you, to your center, in an arch 
@om the great bridgebuilding ofGod: 
why catching then becomes a power- 
not yours, a world's. 

-Rainer Maria Rilke 
(Gadamer, 1989, epigraph) 

In gathering around the gilt of responsive readings we "catch a ball thrown by 

an eternal partneff and in the catching of the ball we find a "power-not ours but 

a world's." We find a power of the world's, the power of reading. In opening the 

gifls of reading, in responding, in our presence children are Yossing us a ball". As 

they receive the gat of reading they bring to us an offering of what the book has 

given them, of what the worId has given them. As young children present and oEer 

forth to us their gats they are inquiring into whether there is a pIace to house thek 

offerings, they are inquirhg into how we shall live we11 with theirg&ksats They 

present to us an oppommity fbr stewardship ofthe g i f t  The @# which has been 



theirs for a time, becomes ours for a time. The stewardship of  this gift &es with 

it huge and profound responsibifities to the children, to the & and to the world. 

Responsibilities to shelter, house, care for and fhrther their offerings. 

Responsibilities to receive, fitrther, and pass on the gi f t  with 'accurate and 

measured swing'. In receiving their gifts we are responsible to help children both 

"open" their gifts, along with finding and working out their place within the world 

so that in their turn they too may fkther the gi f t  

As with all gifts, the gift of responsive reading "realizes itseIf. then, not just 

in self-MUment but to the extent that others are drawn into a consideration of its 

broader, deeper and inner meaning." (Smith, 1994, p. 205) In gathering around 

responsive readings with others we become more deeply pIaced in the world. We 

do not just make the reading our own, do not fsshion and shape the reading in our 

own wilffii images, but come to "broader, deeper and inner meaning" in the 

presence of the world of reading. Inherent in the gift of responsive reading is 

othemes~ther  readers, other texts, other conversations. In the presence of 

something other we become more whoIIy oursefves. "A true gift brings people 

together." (Smith, 1994, p. 204) 

In the presence of my mother I was invited to journey in the world of reading 

In its invitation I was to find a particdar gift-the gift of reading. My mother, with 

"accurate and measured swing'' tossed to me the gat of reading And in its 



cccatchingn it became part of my "center", an understanding of reading that is  

inscr i i  in who I am. An understanding of reading that retains the traces of my 

ancestry, that is a Iiving inheritance to which I must attend. As I attend deeply to 

reading it has become part of my unique purpose, part of an inheritance I am 

responsible to and for. 

In responsibility there is an obligation to work out the truth of reading, to 

work out where and what we have been and are. In understanding how we have 

arrived at this responsibility we may decide how it is that we can proceed, how it is 

that we can try to shape the reading that we pass on, how it is that we can live we11 

in the world. We must take up the difficulties, the hard work, in reading and in the 

teaching of reading to dweII deepIy in it, to gather around it, to dow it to engage 

others. We must take up our stories as teachers and readers and enter into a 

conversation with the Iimitations and possibilities of which they tell. We must take 

up our stories of reading for what they may read back to us. Our stories may d o w  

us, and others, to deeply meet that of whtcch they are fecund, reading. in their 

capacity to engage others our stories have the potentid to W e  us as a human 

comm* through opening new possibiIities for our own regenerationn" (Smith, 

1994, p. 205) 

In accepting, dwefIing with, furthering and passing on the gi f t  of responsive 

reading we have "caught a toss fkom an eternal partner", one which we need to be 



open to receiving again and again. With open arms we gather and are gathered 

around the power ofreading, we receive and pass along its gfAs with 'accurate and 

measured swing' while holding ourseIves open to the possibdities of its stories. As 

stewards we cany it forth reverently and care-my so that there is a place in the 

world for its offerings, a place in the world where its stories can go on and on. 
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